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Miss Janet Usrey & Keith
Overby Named Outstanding

Janet Usrey and Keith
Overby have been selected as
the outstanding 4-H girl and boy
of Calloway County in the
contest sponsored by The
Courier-Journal and The
The Murray Water & Sewer
Governor Ford in making the Louisville Times in cooperation
Murray is one of 28 comsystem has qualified to receive munities in the state of Ken- announcement
"I with the University of Kentucky
said,
a $195,000 grant from the tucky that qualified for the 25 promised to seek the creation of Cooperative Extension Service.
The objectives of the program
Federal Environmental million dollars in federal aid for the Authority during my
Protection Agency, coupled construction of waste treatment campaign in an effort to secure are to provide every 4-H parwith a loan of $92,000 from the facilities, according to an an- for the benefit of our citizens ticipant the opportunity of
Kentucky Pollution Abatement nouncement by Gov. Wendell every penny of federal grant analyzing his or her own "total
Authority.
money available. I am gratified self-development;" also, to
Ford.
John Trotthr, superintendent
The state, through the Ken- that we have been able to make recognize outstanding ability
of the water and sewer system, tucky Pollution Abatement this service available to the 28 and development in Kentucky 4H youths, a spokesman said.
said this morning that the Authority, in fending the 28 communities involved.
Four-H Club members parmoney is to be used to help communities a total of $20.4
"I am also pleased that the
finance the extension of the million so they can receive $25 additional grant proceeds will ticipating in the program are
southwest sewer interceptor million in the federal grant directly reduce the corn- judged in the following areas:
Janet Usrey
line in the system.
munities' cost in these ex- Academic Development, Civic
bonuses.
Trotter said that the exThe Kentucky Pollution pensive projects, thereby and Community Work, Intension will include the Abatement Authority, proposed relieving the citizens the burden dividual Development Through
APOLLO 17 LANDING SITE-This artist's sketch of the Apollo 17 landing site at Taurus-Littrow
Moral
4-H
Work, and
majority of the subdivisions in by the Governor and created by of excessive financing."
shows the three extra vehicular activity (esa ) areas scheduled for the astronauts after their
Development.
AP W irephoto
the southwest area of the city. the 1972 General Assembly, is
scheduled landing on moon Dec. 11.
Janet is the 15 year old
Total cost of the project will providing 25 per cent of the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
be in the neighborhood of waste treatment plants' conC. Usrey of Murray Route One.
$549,500 Trotter said, and work struction costs, enabling the
She is the president of the
on the project is expected to communities to qualify for an
County 4-H Teen Club and a
begin in the spring of 1973.
increase in federal grants from
of the FTA, FHA,
30 or '33 percent to 50 or 55
The Otasco store in Murray member
percent of the eligible project has a new manage!. Tran- BETA and Pep Clubs at
County High School
cost.
sferred to Murray is Carl Calloway
The Authority will finance its Vincent who comes to Murray where she is a sophomore. Her
share by the issuance of Revnue from
an Otasco store in favorite subjects are biology
The Almo-Parent-Teacher Bonds.
home economics.
Sikeston, Missouri. Vincent and
Club will hold its regular
The Murray girl plays the
replaces Wayne Elerick who
meeting on Monday, December Postoffice Window To
piano at the West Fork Baptist
has been transferred to manage
11, at seven p.m. in the school
where she and her
Church
store in Kilgore. Texas.
SPACE CENTER, Houston came the first American scien- before the huge Saturn 5 rockgymnasium.
Open Saturday Afternoon theVincent is a veteran of the family are members. She plans
ets were to ignite.
A Christmas program will be
to pursue a career in nursing
- The men of Apollo 17 tist in space.
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The Calloway County man Saturday at the Sigma Breakfast with Santa, sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray
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Johnny Bohannon, principal, according to local officials. This 11.30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
was charged in connection with Woman's Club, at the club house from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. Entertainment will be provided. The $1.50
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New Manager Named
For Otasco Store

Apollo 17 Streaks
Toward Moon Today

Christmas Program
At Almo Club Meet

Open House at
phi",

w" Sials ted Sun('ay

0111D

Deward's Chapel
To Hold Singing

Special Program
Planned, Kirksey

Santa Claus To
Visit Tree Sale

The Weather

74
4

Partly cloudy and cold today,
high 27 to 32. Increasing cloudiness with chance of occasional
light snow late tonight or early
Friday, changing to rain with
rising temperatures Friday.
Low tonight in mid to upper
20s. High Friday in the 50s.
Winds, easterly 10 to 15 miles
per hour today.
Probabilities of measurable
precipitation, near zero per
cent today, 30 per cent tonight,
and 60 per cent Friday.
Cold Saturday and Sunday, a
little warmer Monday. A
chance of light snow early Saturday, and a chance of rain or
snow Monday. Early morning
lows in the upper teens to
around 30 Saturday, in the mid
teens to around 20 Sunday, and
in the low and mid 20s*Moriday:Daytime highs in the mid 30s
and low 40s Saturday and Sunday, and mostly in the 40s Monday.

Next Telecast
On Apollo To
Be On Monday

'Nor.

"Visiting Santa" at the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority was special guest at
the party for the children of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club held on Tuesday
evening. Any persons desiring Santa to visit their home or party may call Mrs. Wallace Parkin, 7532591, after 530 p.m

Santa Claus will visit the
Club
Optimist
Murray
Christmas Tree Sale Friday,
Dec. 8, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.,
according to Jimmy Fain,
president of the club.
Fain said that Santa will be
available to talk with children
and assist in the selection of
their Christmas tree. All
children accompanied by their
parents who purchase trees
during Santa's visit will receive
gift certificates for a hamburger from Burger Queen, he
added.
Today has been designated as
work-day for all Optimists, it
was announced at the club
meeting, held Tuesday at
Captain's Kitchen, and all
members are requested to be at
the tree sale, Fain said.
Guests at the meeting
Tuesday were Art Bailey and
Larry Wright, introduced by
Tommy Walker.

QUAD-STATE SALUTE-Richard W. Farrell (right ), chairman of the music department at
Murray State University, receives a Silver Anniversary plaque of appreciation in recognition of his
leadership during 25 years of Quad-State Music Festivals. Making the presentation during a luncheon
of the Quad-State Festival at Murray State Monday is Dr. Harry M. Sparks, university president.
Orchestra and choral festivals are also held during the fall semester each year. Farrell was the band
director during the first year of the festivals in 1947. Students from Junior and senior high schools in
Missouri, Tennessee. Illinois and Kentucky participate in the events.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley t
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nickel of the money ourselves.
(I suppose you could go
down to the bank and say:
"Do you suppose I could just
LOOK at a little bit of my
money? I'll just take a quick
peek.")
I asked our business expert
around here: "What if there
isn't enough money in the
bank for them to send out the
bills?"
He said: "If you operate on
deficit spending under this
system you'll be in real trouble. Only the government can
get away with that."
I went away grumbling.
(Maybe I'll start my own government. It's easier to get a
loan to start a government
than it is to start a kid through
college.)
When I got home,! said: "Is
there any of that brandy
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By GORDON IRVING
Copley News Service
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
— Less than ten years after
Christopher Columbus discovered America, beer was
being brewed in an ancient
house on Kremencova Street
in this dignified old capital of
Czechoslovalaa.
The house, known as U Fleku, still stands as a beer
house, and local historians
will assure you that strong
beer was first concocted here
by one Vit Skrernenec in the
year 1499.
The Czechs take their fine
art of brewing seriously. And
why not: the monks of St.
Thomas monastery here were
already brewing up their beer

in 1392.
Old beer houses and wine
taverns make Prague an hospitable city, and the traveler
who prefers to bend his elbow
rather than his knees will rate
it a paradise. The beer
palaces are almost as famed
as the castles, churches and
monuments of the city.
"The present name of U
Fleku came from the Flekovsky family," a city archivist
told me. "They bought this
ancient beer house in 1762 and
gained a reputation for brewing and serving the best beer
in Prague."
Master brewers at U Fleku
today make use of water
tapped direct from the
house's own well. Their spe-

CAPITAL IDEAS

Hungarian gets
votes for Nixon
By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The man
who spearheaded President
Nixon's courtship of America's ethnic voters says the
1972 election was "only the
beginning.'"
Laszlo Pastor, a onetime
Hungarian freedom fighter
and Pittsburgh steel chemist,
says his nationalities or heritage division of the Republican National Committee is
gearing up already for the
1974 congressional campaigns
and the 1976 presidential contests.
"We want to solidify our
ethnic vote," he said. "The socalled hyphenated Americans gave President Nixon 40
per cent of his vote. Most of
these voted for the first time
for a Republican president.
Now we want to convince
them that they must vote, too,
for Republicans in Congress."
Pastor estimates that at
least 10,000 former Democrats and independent ethnic
leaders rallied behind the
Nixon candidacy. He said his
ethnic organization "made
the difference" in Rhode Island and he noted that former
Gov. John Chaim, who failed
in a Senate bid, had rejected
offers of help from the national GOP ethnic group.
Ethnics, he said, also contributed heavily to the Nixon
margins in Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, California and Florida.
Who will the ethnics back in
1976?
"Without the support of
Vice President Spiro Agnew
we could not have scored the
success we did in 1972,"
Pastor said. "There is no
question that at this time the
vice president is the overwhelming favorite of this voting bloc."
Pastor's own future is in
doubt. His leave of absence
from the Jones & Laughlin
Steel Co. expires on Dec. 15.
"I'll have to make a difficult decision," he said. "A
great many people are asking
me to stay on at Republican
headquarters."
Sixteen years ago, Pastor, a
tall, handsome man with a
John Barrymore profile, was
running for his life. He was
No. 1 on the Hungarian Communist and Soviet army lists,
a man to be captured at all
costs, dead or alive.
In those days he was a pharmacist from a coal-mining
town called Oroszany in Hungary. But he was also one of
the top leaders of the Hungarian freedom fighters.
In an interview looking
back over 16 years to the October-November Hungarian
revolution of 1956, Pastor reflects both the pride and the
discontent that is a trademark
of East European refugees.
One of his most treasured
possessions is a piece of soap.
In 1951 he was arrested and
placed in solitary confinement by the Communist regime in Hungary.

spying for the Americans,
plus agitation, speaking
against the government and
underground conspiracy.
-The most ludicrous of all
charges against me," he said,
"was that I was reading Communist books. The Reds accused me of reading their literature in order to use it
against them.
"You were wrong if you
didn't read their stuff and you
were wrong if you did!"
Pastor was released in 1954,
but because he was considered a potential anti-Communist leader he was kept under
police supervision and restricted to Oroszany.
He could not even visit his
wife without police permit
and he was not allowed in
Budapest — not until October
of 1956.
On Oct. 23, Budapest students met to express sympathy for the new "liberal" regime just installed in Poland
under Wladyslaw Gomulka.
Unarmed
demonstrators
marched into the streets crying "freedom of worship,"
"freedom of speech," "we
never shall be slaves." Police
fired on them and the revolt
was on. By nightfall, Stalin's
statue in Budapest was
smashed.
On Oct. 24, coal miners at
Oroszany cazne to Pastor's
home and asked him what
they should do. Political
prisoners in the mines who
tried to escape were killed by
guards.
"I told the miners not to do
anything unless they were
united," Pastor recalls.
"Otherwise, they would be
massacred."
The workers decided. They
freed the remaining prisoners
and went on strike.
The young pharmacist was
elected a member on the local
Revolutionary Council, then
delegate on a Trans-Danubian
Council, then member of the
National Hungarian Revolutionary Council of Laborers,
Farmers and Soldiers.
He headed a delegation to
the Austrian frontier bent on
asking . neutral Austria,
Switzerland, Sweden and
India to send observers into
Hungary.
Hidden in the lining of his
topcoat was a paper addressed to the United Nations
demanding that Hungary be
held neutral, that free elections be held and that the Russians withdraw the troops. He
passed it to officials at the
frontier, but the paper never
reached the United Nations —
or if it did, it was never acknowledged.
When Russia unleashed its
tanks on Hungary, Pastor and
his family fled to Austria.
They reached the United
States with the help of international church groups.
Pastor first worked for
Richard Nixon in the 1968
campaign as head of the Hungarian ethnic movement.
In 1971 he spearheaded the
successful ethnic effort on behalf of Czech-born Mayor
Ralph Park of Cleveland.
That victory brought him to
the GOP National Committee
post. ,

Since he wasn't allowed
books or writing materials,
Pastor palsied time by carving into the piece of soap the..,
dates he spent in confinement.
Gradually the bar of soap
evolved into a figure representing two hearts separated
by a wall, that between him
and his wife. On the 'back he
inscribed a verse expressing
.his love for her.
He was arrestea, ne says,
on trumped-up charges of

Texas heartland
DALLAS all — The
American Heart Association is
moving its headquarters from
New York to Dallas and
expects to complete the move
sometime in 1974.
largest
nation's
The
voluntary health association
chose Dallas after a committee
headed by Rnston attorney
Jesse R. Fillman investigated
several cities.

banks of a quiet-flowing river
have left a maze of romantic
old streets and rich palaces.
The old churches don't disappoint you. Some claim that
the church of St. Nicholas is
the finest baroque building in
Europe. The Loretto Chapel
houses a gold ostensory covered with 6,000 diamonds.
St. Vitus Cathedral is a
Gothic structure begun in 1344
by King Charles IV. It is
named after the saint who is
said had power to control the
nervous disease, St. Vitus'
dance. It's St. Wenceslaus
Chapel that contains the tomb
of Czechoslovakia's patron
saint.
Near Hradcany Castle is the
Strahov Monastery with its
collection of valuable old
books.
It would be a sin to drive
away from Prague without
viewing the Old Town Hall's
astronomical clock, dating
from 1490. When it strikes the
hour, the Twelve Apostles and
other figures spring to life.
The former Prague Ghetto
is the site of the oldest preserved synagogue in Europe,
dating from 1270. It also contains an old Jewish cemetery,
established in the 15th Century.

cialty is a dark Bavarian-type
lager beer, which they proudly claim to have brewed on the
premises since the 1840s.
You sense the history of
Prague as you drive around
the historic spots or relax at
the heavy oak tables, drinking
coffee or beer beside senior
citizens, music-loving students or curious tourists.
Wherever you go in Prague,
musicians seem to play, and
the local citizens move around
the bars, restaurants and
hotels as freely as the tourists, enjoying fine Czech
wines and —a specialty of the
city — toast with garlic.
The high spot of the city is,
of course, Hradcany Castle,
founded in th- "th Century but
renovated ane rebuilt many
times. Squares, courtyards,
gardens and ramparts make
up the complex.
Within the Hradcany walls
are the old Church of St.
George and the classic St.
Guy Cathedral. It is a worthwhile tip to walk on the castle
terrace and take photographs
of the whole city lying before
you.
Lyrically, people have
named Prague as "a poem in
stone." Certainly twelve centuries of existence on the
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ANCIENT THOROUGHFARE—This 14th century Charles Bridge crosses the placid Vltava River in the ancient Czechosloiakian
eapital of Prague.'This city Is becoming a popular tourist center.
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United Methodist Women Of Good Shepherd Meet

Mrs. Teri Bryant
Honored At Shower
At Thompson Home
Mrs. Teri Bryant, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Parker and
recent bride of James J. Bryant
was honored with a bridal
shower held at the lovely home
of Mrs. David Thompson.
Mesdames Thompson, Harold
Grogan, Robert Hendon,
Charles Johnson, and Jimmy
Allbritten were the gracious
hostesses for the prenuptial
evening event.
The honoree chose to wear for
the occasion a brown velour
pant suit with dark brown accessories. Her corsage, gift of
the hostesses was of yellow,
brown and gold carnations.
Mrs. Parker was also presented
with a corsage of carnations.
Miss Robin Parker, sister of the
bride, was also present.
Games were played with the
prizes being awarded to the
honoree. The bride opened her
many lovely gifts which were
viewed by the guests.
The guests.were invited into
the spacious dining room where
refreshments were served from
a beautifully appointed table
overlaid with a gold and white
cloth and centered with an
arrangements of yellow and
gold carnations. Silver candle
holders were on either side of a
crystal punch bowl from which
the delicious punch was serviced. White sheet cake,
beautifully decorated with
wedding bells, mixed nuts and
colorful mints were served to
the guests.
Approximately thirty persons
were present or sent gifts.
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HUTSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hutson
of Shady Oaks Trailer Court,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Roger Neal, weighing
seven pounds eight ounces, born
on Sunday, December 3, at 2:37
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elton Hutson of Route
Two, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Parker of
Murray Route Five. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Flora
Cunningham of Murray Route
Five.

Brian Helson and Stanley Woolridge, children with crowns on. were the honored guests at a birthday party held at Murray Headstart in the Douglas Center. The refreshments for the party were
donated by Sammons Bakery.

Progressive Club Has Regular Meet At Wilson Home
The home of Mrs. Bobby
Wilson was the scene of the
November meeting of the
Progressive Homemakers Club.
The meeting reflected the
colorful and festive spirit of the
Thanksgiving season.
Mrs. Charles Doughaday,
president, opened the meeting
with a devotion centered on the
meeting of the holiday season.
Mrs. Wilson, secretary, called
the roll with each member
responding by naming her
favorite Thanksgiving food.
Mrs. Larry Contri, treasurer.
have her report and requested

Nicest way to say Merry

members to see that the current Mrs. Bobby Wilson, and Mrs.
money making project, the Gerald Cooper.
Gypsy Basket, be passed to all
The scheduled lesson, "Gifts
as quickly as possible.
From Your Kitchen," was
Announcement was made given. Following Mrs, Robert
that the club's Christmas party Hill's demonstration of many
will be held Monday, December ."fun ways" to wrap boon to De
1, at seven pin. at the Holiday given as Christmas gifts, she
Inn. Special reports included passed out several food recipes
"Gifts From Your Scrap and ended her presentation by
Basket" presented by Mrs. inviting each one to have
Marion Hassell. A report was refreshents.
made by Mrs. Raymond Nall on
The refreshments took the
Annual Day activities with club form of a "tasting party" as the
members present being Mrs. hostesses, Mrs. Bobby Wilson
Doughaday, Mrs. Nall, Mrs. and Mrs. Glenn Richerson, had
Tony Taylor, Mrs. Larry Contri, prepared several of the recipes
presented in the lesson.
Mrs. Raymond Nall was in
charge of the final segment of
the meeting which was the
making of starch angels to be
Christmas
used as holiday decor.
The January meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Robert
Hill with Mrs. Marion Hassell
as cohostess.

WILLIAMS GIRL
A baby girl, Kimberly Dawn,
weighing six pounds two ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Williams of Buchanan,
Tenn., on Monday, December 4,
at 12:20 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is self employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Williams
of Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Cortez Merrell of
Route One, Buchanan, Tenn.,
are the grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Woodard Merrell of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Lela Braden of
Buchanan, Tenn., at the great
grandparents.
Save empty plastic food
containers and empty plastic
bottles Jor the small children to
use as bathtub toys. They can
be filled and floated.

The United Methodist Women
of the Good Shepherd Church
held its November meeting at
one o'clock in the afternoon at
the church.
Mrs. Maggie Woods, local
president, was hostess to a
delicious and well planned
Thanksgiving dinner. The
devotion was given by Mrs. Olia
Lassiter.
Twelve members present
were Mrs. Woods,--Mrs.
Lassiter, Mrs. Lee Lassiter,
Mrs. Emma Knight, Mrs. Libby
Mahan, Mrs. Katherine Wilson,
Mrs. Esther Sigmon, Mrs.
Gladys Dunn, Mrs. Mildred
Smith, Mrs. Ruth Wilson, Mrs.

ENGLAND GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Larry England
of 16013 Catalina Drive, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Lori Allison, weighing seven
pounds two ounces, born on
Friday, December 1, at 9:04
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is teacher of
speech and debate coach at
Calloway County High School,
and the new mother is on leave
from the Bank of Murray.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Gracie England of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Watson of
Murray Route Two. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Lexie Watson and Mrs. Obera
Johnson, all of Murray Route
Two. A great great grandmother is Mrs. Willie Jones of
Murray Route Two.

Reba Miller, and Mrs. Alice
Knight. A guest was Miss Audie
Green of Princeton who was
welcomed as a new member.
Each member brought a lap
robe she had made and these
will be given to the ladies at
Westview Nursing Home for
Christmas.
Mrs.
Woods
presided at the short building
session.
Mrs. Lee Lassiter presented
the program,"Where Am 1?" in
the sanctuary of the church.
The purpose of this program

Mrs. Alvin Usrey was hostess
for the November meeting of
the Westside Homemakers Club
held at her lovely home on the
Penny-Airport Road.
The lesson on "Christmas
Gifts From The Kitchen" was
presented by Mrs. Usrey.
Mrs. Harold Fones, president,
presided. Ms. James Miller
gave the devotion from Psalms
121:1. Members answered the
roll call with their favorite food.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Usrey. Others present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Jerry Joseph,,Mrs. Ralph
Darnell, Mrs. Glen Gibbs, and
Mrs. Elvin Crouse.
The club will meet Tuesday,
December 12, at eleven a.m.for
a Christmas dinner at the
Triangle Inn. Each one is to
bring a two dollar gift in addtont to the gift for her secret

was to challenge United
Methodist Women to be aware
of the world's needs and to see
that they have power to
alleviate them.
The 100th chapter of Psalms
and a Thanksgiving poem were
read by Mrs. Lassiter. Her
worship center consisted of
things thankful for and things
that the pledge to niissions will
help to buy.
New pledges were made for
the following year. The special
program concluded with a
litany on the consecration of
gifts to missions.

The

Youth Shop

Brocade tett' sit,. sOok Bonded cellulose
r•rnersc'e10/5 wedge heel
Cokes Black Champagne k•ling Blue

Solt tog gram leather Cotton krkng and sock
Leather seep and button

Pre-matched to work in perfect harmony—
model E-1000 will not only please your ears . . . but
your budget, too. Check out these quality features.
Solid -State tuner/amplifier, built-in 8-Track Player;
complete Audio Controls, a full size Automatic Mark I
Player plus two High-Efficiency Speakers and
stereo headphones . . even a sturdy mobile cart to
roll it all around. It's just one of many great Magnavox
-ntertamment Values. See them all!

Complete Stereo System
with: Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonograph,
8-Track Tape Player,
Headphones and Cart!

r'.olors Black klImg Blue, Pink

with Dancing Chords!

52635
MITZI
Soft 1011)(VIM leather Upper,.f•At krkng and ,c•c•

Cushmn crepe sole 4r8 heel Bonded
cellulose
mnersole

All Styles in Double AA and B Widths.

WURLITZEW
the way
to help ,)t/ learn to play!

4, B Music
Dixieland
Chestnut St,
Murray
Phone 753-7575

Murray Middle Sc
will have its
program by the st

SALE
Large Selection

20% Off Coats
Dress Pantss3"
Knit Shirts '3"

Save $1°°
from regular price

All

LPs
GUITARS
and TAPES
and Amps
tetttotte
Fender — Kustom
45 RECORDS
Gibson — Yamaha
621 ttetteet
(None Higher)
SHEET
Ittlettttt
MUSIC
1/3 Off All
SALE
Band
Regular
1
4 Off PriCe
Instruments /
1;
11E1
8

Mull, brocade with salm 1,mng and weed sat,"
sock, Satin bow

Here's the organ for everyone
for those who play
well and for the beginner
it's easy
hold a chord
(we'll show you how) and
touch the Rhythm Chord
tab and the chord will play
in the rhythm pattern
you've selected — Waltz.
Latin, Teen. March or
Swing Fun' You'll sound
great the first time you sit
down at the organ'
Stop in and try this exciting instrument' The nes%
Wurlitzer 40300 Organ
yl
with , coNtpli
tlel4M)

Baptist Women of
Church will have i
prayer program at
at two p.m. with
Adams as leader.

Three of the .
coat, each e
is cool. The
lambs. Every
Gown,$9. P.

This Christmas
give fun for the
whole family

40112
HAPPY

Flint Baptist Churc
will meet at seven p.
church will Mrs. My
man in charge of
prayer program.

504 Main
Behind Peoples Bank

Current Missions
Group of Memorial
Church Has Meet
The Afternoon Current
Alissions Group of the Baptist
-Women of the Memorial Baptist
Church held its November
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Virginia Peters on North Eighth
Street.
Mrs. Opal Reeves gave the
opening prayer. The mission
action report was given and
group gave to the Lottie Moon
Christmas offering.
The devotion and call to
prayer were given by Mrs.
Peters. Mrs, Vera Adams gave
the program. The closing
prayer was led by Mrs. Cletus
Hubbs.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Peters.
Plans were made for the
December 13th meeting at two
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Verna
Mae Stubblefield.

Thursday, Deeem
Calvary Baptist Chur
Coldwater, will hea
Richard Walker speak
p.m. on "Foreign M

Records and 8 Track cartridges
not included

complete
package price
INININININcertottrettettrett
Buy Now and Save On All
Magnavox Products!!
ttt tttt
Ittittittlt
Mon.
thru
Sat
Until
Christmas
OPEN:

8.111A2Za
Reg
Now
t32° 0°
'29500
99.50
790°
8950
139.50
Batons
129
1.98
Recorder
3.50
26.
Leslie
399.00
299°°
Car Tape Player
139.00
89°°
Kustom 300 PA
999.00
84900
Diamond Stereo Needle
10 nr
4"
trittttettttertitt
Vell.;?
-3A

Ijl

9:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

PIANO -ORGAN
SALEsow $49500

Reg. '6.95
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United
be aware
and to see
power to
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meet at Fern Terrace Lodge at
seven p.m. for a tree trimming
and party for the residents.
Each member is asked to bring
seven p.m. at the school ornaments
for the Christmas
auditorium.
tree.

e

of Psalms
poem were
iter. Her
onsisted of
and things
Ussions will
re made for
The special
ed with a
•cration of

hop

Thursday, December 7
Calvary Baptist Church, near
Coldwater, will hear Rev.
Richard Walker speak at seven
The youth of the First Baptist
p.m. on "Foreign Missions." Church will present the
play,
"Black Sheep," at the Baptist
Flint Baptist Church women Student Center at 6:30 p.m.
will meet at seven p.ru. at the
Murray-Calloway County
church will Mrs. Mydel Rickman in charge of week of Jaycettes will meet in the home
of Mrs. June Yurcus at seven
prayer program.
p.m.
Baptist Women of Memorial
Church will have its week of
prayer program at the church
at two p.m. with Mrs. Vera
Adams as leader.

Thursday, December 7
The Night Owls Homemakers
Club dinner meeting scheduled
today has been cancelled. The
January meeting will be announced later.
The Women of Moose Lodge
will meet at the lodge hall at
eight p.m.

December Family night for
all Woodmen of the World
The Baptist Women of
groups will be held at the WOW Kirksey Church will meet at
building at 6:30 p.m. followed 6:30 p.m.
by a square dance.

Murray Middle School PTA
will have its Christmas
The Zeta Department of the
program by the students at, Murray Woman's
Club will

amn
les Bank

Friday, December 8
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Edgar Morris
at 11:30 a.m. for a potluck
luncheon and exchange of gifts.
..The Golden Age Club will
have its annual Christmas party
and potluck luncheon at the
First United Methodist Church
at noon. Each one is to bring a
$1.50 gift for exchange.

lection

The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Elvis Overbey at ten a.m.
A potluck luncheon will be
served.

f Coats
ants$399
irts '3°'

Baptist Women of Hazel
Church will meet at the church
at 1:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church women
will have its week of prayer
program at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
G. T. Moody as leader.

ment of

JEANS
753-4623
Court Square

Murray, Ky.

Mrs. Richard Walker will be
guest speaker at the week of
prayer program for Elm Grove
Baptist Church at 11:30 a.m. at

The great new travel pets. DA\DY-LIONS
by VANITY FAIR
Three of the brightest new night ideas around,a gown,a pajama and a
coat, each embroidered with a smiling little lion cub. The shirt-shaping
is cool. The colors are wild. And Dandy-Lions always behave like
lambs. Everything's easy-care nylon tricot with anti-cling Antron
.Ill.
Gown, $9. Pajama,$12. Coat,$13. All in sizes 30 to 38.

LITTLETON'S
Off
on

TARS
AMPS
— KuStOM
— Yamaha

tett
EET
SIC
LE
gt Regular
g

Price

treltt

.CE*

• Now
'295°'
7900
8950
1 29
2"
299°°
8900
849°°
4"
trit'sittt

'495"
larva

me

713-7575.

the church. A potluck luncheon
will be served at noon.
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Kerby Jennings Speaker At Meet
Of DAR Chapter At Doyle Home

Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Sesquicentennial Bazaar will be held at
the community room of Murray
The Captain Wendell Oury
Federal Savings and Loan from Chapter of
the National Society
six to nine p.m.
of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held its
Christmas buffet for the November
meeting at oneWomen's Society, MSU, will be thirty
o'clock in the afternoon at
at Student Union ballroom at six the
lovely home of Mrs. Price
p.m. Send reservations at 82.50 Doyle.
each to Mrs. Peter W. Whaley.
Mrs. John A. Nance, regent,
Baptist Women of Memorial opened the meeting
with a
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m. at pledge to the American
flag. A
the church with Mrs. Pauline new member,
Mrs. Frank
Wainscott as program leader. Wainscott, was
welcomed into
the chapter.
The Flint Baptist Church
In the absence of the
women will meet at ten a.m. at secretary,
Miss Maude Nance,
the church with Mrs. Lula B. the
minutes were read by Mrs.
Miller in charge of the program.
John J. Livesay, and the
Murray American Legion treasurer's report was read by
Post 73, will hold its family Mrs. Leon Grogan, treasurer.
Mrs. Grogan introduced the
Christmas dinner at the Legion
home at 6:30 p.m. Meat, bread, speaker of the day, Kirby
and drinks will be furnished Jennings, who spoke of the
and ladies are asked to bring many changes in Murray in the
fifty years since the college was
other dishes.
built, not only changes in the
Saturday, December 9
locale, but of the people as well.
"Breakfast With Santa" will He spoke of the lack of enbe held by the Sigma Depart- thusiasm and regard of country
ment of the Murray Woman's and others, and wondered if we
Club at the club house from 9:30 were regressing until we shall
to 10:30 a.m. For tickets at $1.50 become as the Ik, an obscure
each call Mrs. Robert Johnson tribe of East Aftric whose
753-3071.
society has so broken down that
they have no consideration for
Christmas party for the others at all. Their children are
adults of the Oaks Country Club turned out of their huts at the
will be held at eight p.m. at the age of three or four years of age
Club
Each couple is to bring to make their own way or
a dessert. One dollar gifts will starve, each living in utter
be exchanged.
selfishness.
Jennings says he sees a
The Murray Art Guild annual disturbing parallel in our
Christmas open house will be modetn society where
held each day from ten a.m. to atrocities are committed,
and
four p.m. and on Sunday from the callous turning of one's back
through
one to four p.m.
to the screams of a woman
December 15.
being murdered shows out
general lack of concern. The
Bazaar
Citizens
Senior
care of individuals left to
continues at the Community soulless agencies instead
of
Room of Murray Federal personal care, sacrifice,
and
a.m.
ten
savings and Loan fron
to four p.m. s

forethought;all reveal the Ik in
us, he said.
The chapter voted to send a
resolution to the Governor, Lt.
Governor,speaker of the House,
and Chief Justices of the Court
of Appeals, as well as the local
representative and senator,
protesting the resolution passed
in March 1972 to "vacate the
present Governor's Mansion
and build a new one so as to
insure private and comfortable
living for the Governor and his
family."
Jennings,
former
representative, said this was "a
resolution slipped by to satisfy
the vanity of the present
governor and his lady." He
described the present mansion
which he has visited many
times. It was built in 1912 at a
cost of $70,000, but has had over
one-half million spent on
renovations since then. It is
wondered why the governor
evoked so hard to be elected if
he felt he couldn't live in the
present mansion for his brief
term of election, the speaker
said. It is felt we do not wish to
be taxed for a new mansion
when we believe the present one
is adequate and belongs to the
people, and should be available
to them at all times, and that
this is our White House, Jennings added.
At the close of the meeting,
coffee and dessert were served
by Mrs. Doyle and her
cohosteses, Mrs. Douglas
Shoemaker and Mrs. Wesley
Waldrop.

Murray American Legion'
Post 73 will sponsor a Country,
Ham breakfast from six a.m, to
one p.m. at the Legion Home.
Price for the smorgasbord type
meal will be $2.00. The public
invited.

Sorority Chapter
Holds Meeting At
Home Of Mrs. Ails
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
regular meeting on Thursday.
November 30, at the home of
Mrs. Willard Alls.
The
president, Mrs. Anita Thomas,
led the members in repeating
the opening ritual.
The Social Committee announced that the Chapter's
Christmas party will be held on
December 9, at 7.30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center. The
Gamma Gamma 'Visiting
Santa will distribute gifts to
members and their husbands.
The Service Committee is
finalizing plans for the 5th
annual Christmas party to be
held at Western State Hospital.
Gifts for the patients will be
wrapped at the next meeting.
Members of the group will take
the gifts,food and their 'Visiting
Santa' when they make the trip
to Hopkinsville on December 16.
The Ways and Means Committee is receiving appointments for the chapter's
'Visiting Santa' for the fourth
year. His first visit will be to the
annual Christmas party for the
children of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Appointments for home or
party visits may be made by
calling Mrs. Wallace Parkin at
753-2691 after 5:30 p.m. and on
weekends.
A very interesting and entertaining program titled
"Rhythm" was presented by
Mrs. James Nix.
At the close of the meeting
refreshments were served by
Ms. Andy Rogers to the
following members: Mesdames
Willard Ails, Johnny Bohannon,
Larry Cain, Jerry Conley,
Charles Jenkins, John Paul
Nesbitt, James Nix, Larry
Overbey, Wallace Parkin,
Andy Rogers, Ed Thomas, Jack
Vaughn, Dan Wall, Terry
Turner, James Henry Armstrong, Larry Stubblefield, and
Miss Rita Farris.

3.50

•Recitals

•Kindergarten Classes
•Church
Classes

•Your Group

Ties Are Popular
Phone 753-6740

Floppy bow ties, the kind a
man ties himself, are making it on the fall and winter
fashion scene. The softer the
tie, the floppier.

New
The
Frontiers
Homemakers Club will have its
Christmas potluck dinner at the
home of Mrs Donald Burke,
Gatesborough Estates, at 6:30
p.m. Husbands will be special
guests.
Annual Christmas pageant
will be held at the Kirksey
School at 6:30 p.m.

8x 10 Glossy Color

DAVID HILL

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 So.-Murray Kentucky

FABRIC CENTERS

SANKAMERICARD

Daily 9-9; SUNDAY 12:30-6:30

FABRIC SALE

OVER 25,000 SMART WOMEN SHOP FABRIFIC EVERY DAY!
Pt
BLOUSE PRINTS
SLEEPW EAR
Gorgeous holiday colors! Bright

SQUA
FE RES

splashy prints. 45" wide, on
bolts, and 100% acetate.

FLEECE

9" a 12". Made of 50*, rayon
and 50°. wool. A great assortment of decorator colors Perfect for those creative holiday
decorations

$1 29
To.

Extra special 100°, nylon fleece
45" wide, machine wash and dry
Your choice of a beautiful array
of solids and prints. A truly outsta::ding savings on sleepwear.

lOOh ACRYLIC
CHALLIS

(00°. acrylic challis—beautiful
assortment of prints. 45" wide
and on Polts.$11199

31.99 it
4111 IH)Its

OUR BETTER QUALITY
100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS
Selection

so fabulous you've got to see it to believe
mini-ribs, tone on tone, multi-colored Jacquards. boucles and others 60" wide and of course
on bolts. Select from stunnin?, fall colors!

METALLIC
BONDED
Pcrfect for holiday gowns and
party dresses. 15°. metal, 85°1
orlon acrylic. 60" wide and on
bolts. Select from a wide range
of hri",ht
color.;.

$2

99

VINYL

Brillant decorator colors—biggest selection ever! 100% vinyl
face with cloth back. 54" wide
and on rolls.
$100
Originally to $1.49
Y D.
I00'. POLYESTE

DOUBLE KNITS
Printed 100% polyester double
knits. 60" wide & on bolts. Machine wash & dry.$

to 55•9')

To.

TESTER CREPE
Heavyweight
100% Polyester
crepe—on bolts. 45" wide, maChine wash & dry & ;Ierina press.

Leopards, tigers, zebras in many
colors. 100% acrylic face on
100°, cotton back. 54" wide on
bolts. Washable. Make spreads.
drapes, and rugs—coats, jackets,
and vests. too.

SATIN
In holiday fashion colors. 100%
tPltiired acetate, 45" wide and
IA tubes. Machine wash & dry.

$399
Y D.

RSEY KNITS

Arnel
acetates, acetates &
nylons and soft & silky jersey
knits. 45- wide in designer
lengths.
$ 99
N$'17991ucisf onto bolts
•
YD.
• • YD.
YD.
k.
•
•
A.a 4111.A Al& 416.
•
•&h.
•
•
•
•
•
•
416.4\41164116Ahakak ArkAllk.Alkak

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 So. - Murray, Kentucky

=
1 Daily 9-9 - SUNDAY 12:30-6:30
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Racers To Take First Road
Trip With Tough Schedule
The Murray State Racers, 3-0
for the season, will take their
first road trip this week and
their opponents look awesome.
The Racers will play
perennial power Kansas tonight
and Oral Roberts Saturday.
Oral Roberts was ranked 12th in
this week's Associated Pre*/
poll and was ranked fourth in
one pre-season poll.
"They're both big and
talented and both have
tremendous home-court
records," Murray Coach Cal
Luther says, "and we'll have to
play the best we are capable to
stay in the game with them."
Kansas lost to Vanderbilt in
it's season opener Saturday
night and played Indiana
Tuesday. Oral Roberts opened
its season with a 90-76 victory
over Wisconsin.
Kansas has only one starter,
6-3 guard Tom Kivisto, back
from last season but has
brought up one of the finest
groups of sophomores in its
history. Jayhawk Coach Ted
Owens, who has a 160-58 record
at Kansas and is the secondwinningest coach in the nation
in terms of percentage, believes
the Jayhawks will be sharply
improved. "We will be
young," he says, "but I
think we will be talented with
improved size and good
quickness."

Murray has played at Kansas
twice previously and lost both
games, the last by 64-62.
Oral Roberts is itching for a
chance at the Racers on its
home floor. Murray handed the
Titans their only regular-season
defeat last season, and with a 2(3. reco' rd against"them, is the
only team the Titans have
played more than once and
never beaten. The Titans, who
played in the National Invitational Tournament last
year, will be even bigger and
stronger this year. The starting
center, 6-7 Eddie Woods who
ranked 18th nationally in
rebounding, has been moved to
forward to make way for 7-0
sophomore David Vaughn. And
returning starter Slim Montgomery is fighting for the
other starting forward slot with
6-8 Greg McDougald, a junior
college All-America.
But the best Titan weapon is
6-4 Richard Fuqua who was the
nation's No. 2 scorer last season
with a 35.9 average.
Les Taylor,who was 8th in the
nation in scoring last year, is
pacing the Racers again this
season with a 20.3 average.
Center Marcelous Starks, whom
coach Luther says .is much
improved this season, is
averaging 19.3, sophomore
forward Mike Coleman 12.7, and

soph. Darnell Adel! 11.3. Starks
is the team's beat rebounder
with 12.7 a game. Coleman is
averaging 11.0.
The Racers have hit 54 percent of their held goal attempts
in their first three games and
have averaged 89.3 points and
50 rebounds to their opponents'
69 points and 33 rebounds.
Murray
Missouri
beat
Southern 83-71 Monday night
and Luther thought his team
handled well the first pressure
they had met this season.
"Missouri Southern was a fine
team," he said, "and Cicero
Lassiter (6-6 guard who scored
22 points) is one of the best
individuals we'll face all
season."
The Racers got off to a fast 182 lead over the Lions but had to
fight for their lives in the second
half after the Lions tied the
score 63-63 with 8 minutes left.
Starks led the team in scoring
and rebounding for the game
with 26 points and 18 rebounds.
Taylor had 20 points, Coleman
13, and Adell 10. Steve Barrett
had 6 points and 3 assists as a
reserve.
NEW YORK 11 111 —
Roger Mans hit his record 61st
homer in 1%1 off Tracy
Stallard of the Boston Red Sox
at Yankee Stadium.

Sports
In Brief

It took Detroe Tiger pitcher
Mickey Lolich eight seasons to
reach the 20-game victory
class

Kentucky State Wins
22nd Straight Game

AVERAGE MAN

BUT!

We also have clothes for the

BIG & TALL MAN

THAT KIND OF GAME — Mud-caked Mike Wotell,
Army defensive end, surveys play at Syracuse, N Y

Phone
753-578

Murray
Nursery

HOLIDAY
GREENS

Company
* Growing To Serve You
* Free Landscape Design
FcLimaLe

CHRISTMAS TREES
3 ft to 10 ft

SCOTCH PINE — BALSAM F IR

CUSTOM FLOCKING
v White v Red v Green v Blue
v Gold v Pink v Orchid v Orange

CENTER
PIECES
Green or Flocked
and Decorated
1, 2, 3 Candles

Complete
Selection

of
LIVE
CHRISTMAS TREES
••""...3

Hazel( 55(—Barrett
19.
Kirksey remained undefeated
New Concord144)—T. Mcin county elementary school Cuiston 22, Duke 2, Gibson 8, S. Chrisman 6,Cooper 4, Bade', 11,
action Tuesday evening while McCuiston 7 and Stubblefield 5. Gearhart 10 and Scott 4.
Hazel and Lynn Grove picked
up wins. Kirksey romped past Kirksey
25 10 20 19-74
Silent Majority
Faxon 74-42 while Hazel Faxon
8 11 9 14-42
pounded Almo 55-32 and Lynn
(—Futrell
32,
Kirksey( 74
TORONTO (AP) — Silent
Grove rallied to edge New Lovett 10, Rogers 17, Russell 4,
Majority, owned by Mrs. Aline
Concord 4744.
Beach 10 and Watson 1.
Faxon(42)—Morris 13, Kirk White and Irving Livernian,
The Eagle, paced by high
scoring Tommy Futrell, had 11, Duncan Blankenship 8 and was named Harness Horse of
6,
the Year Tuesday in the Canalittle trouble in whipping the Ross
4.
Trotting Association's poll
dian
cellar-dwelling Faxon Pan8-32 of racing secretaries.
4 12 8
thers. Kirksey jumped to a 25-8 Alrno
Silent Majority, winner of
14 16 8 17-55
first quarter lead and never Hazel
$302,929
in 26 races this year,
Almo(32)—
Miller
Stub14,
looked back on their opponants.
Futrell led Kirksey with 32 blefield G, Scott 2, Peeler 6 and also was selected the 3-year-old
Pacer of the Year.
while Rogers hit for 17 and Futrell 4.
Lovett and Beach each scored
10. Morris paced Faxon with 13
while Kirk added 11. In the
preliminary game, Kirksey
took a 43-29 win. Watson paced
the winners with 11 while
Alexander had 10. Miller and
RIDING T H E CREST - After young Chicago
Bears
team won three in a row, head coach Abe
Morris scored 12 and 11
Gibron found
himself carried from field just like the collegians
respectively for the losing
do.
Panthers.
Hazel, who had been in a tie
with Faxon for last place,
played its best game of the
season in romping over the
Alum Warriors. The Lions, led
by the hot shooting of Kevin
Barrett,held a 10 point lead at
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS bench when Green got into foul the end of the first period and
Kentucky State won its 22nd trouble and added 12 points to stretched the margin to 14 at
intermission.
consecutive basketball victory Wesleyan's score.
Barrett paced the winners
Phil Storm led Union's scorWednesday night, as the team
scooted passed Northwood 73- ing with 19, while Larry Siz- with 19 points while Bailey
emore and Grady Wilson added 11 and Gearheart 10.
67.
Miller led the Warriors with 14.
Leon Harris and Arthur Box pitched in 10 apiece.
Wesleyan stands 2-0; Union is In the preliminary game, Alm
helped the winning cause by
took a 25-20 win. Lattirner led
dumping in 26 points apiece. 1-3.
the losers with 14 while Stone hit
Box grabbed 19 rebounds and
14 for Ahno.
Harris snatched 17 en route to
Lynn Grove, after leading by
the victory.
five points at the first quarter
Northwood, paced by Otis
stop, found itself in an 18-18 tie
Broughton's 16-point showing,
SIDES WITH OPPONENT—Romania's Ion Tiriai.
at intermission with a deterheld the lead for the last time
Eastern Conference
argues with Davis Cup official Henry Morea over a shot
mined
group
of
New
Concord
at 16-14 with 12:16 left in the
Atlantic Division
by America's Tom Gorman in Bucharest, Romania
Redbirds.
.
W.
L.
Pct. G.B.
first period. Mike Basler added Boston
20 3 .870 —
The Wildcats pulled to a five
14, Paul Weeks 12, and Bob New York
22 5 .815 —
point lead in the third period
6 20 .231 1.5•2
Lane and Larry Weber tossed Buffalo
Philadelphia
3 24 .111 19
before New Concord came back
in 10 for the losers.
Central Division
to tie the score in the last
Kentucky State stands 4-0 for Baltimore
14 12 .553 —
Atlanta
13 13 .500 1
minute. Lynn Grove scored the
the season, while Northwood is Houston
10 13 .417 21.2
last three points of the game to
2-3.
Cleveland
9 18 .333 51
/
2
take the win.
Western Conference
Wright State never trailed in
Midwest Division
its close 91-87 victory over xChicago
17 7 .708 —
Gardner led the balanced
Northern Kentucky State Col- Milwaukee
18 8 692 —
K.C.-Omaha
15 13 .536 4
Lynn Grove attack with 13 while
lege Wednesday night.
Detroit
Ii 14 .440 61,7 Martin tossed
in 11. Stone
Tim Walker hit three straight
Pacific Division
chipped in with 10 for the
21 4 840 -0,tieskets lb the opening minutes, 11.05 Angeles
Golden
State
Golden
State
Wildcats. Ted McCuiston paced
land went on to lead his team to
GIFT
16 9 .640 5
USE
FREE
the Redbirds with 22 points.
Phoenix
victory with 22 points.
11 16 .407 11
CERTIFICATE
S
Seattle
OUR
9 21 .300 141
/
2
GIFT
Chuck Berger led Northern Portland
FOR ANY
6 19 .240 15
New Concord took the
I LAY-AWAY
Kentucky with 18 points and 14
Wednesday's Games
WRAPPING
AMOUNT
Philadelphia
preliminary game over Lynn
122,
Kanps
rebounds.
City Omaha 117
Grove 45-26. The win leaves the
OPEN EVERY NIGHT T II. 8:30
Wright State is 2-0 on the seaBaltimore 115, Portland 102
Redbird "B" team with a 6-3
Detroit 115, Phoenix 105
son, while Northern Kentucky
SUNDAYS 1:00 - 6:00
Seattle 95, Milwaukee 91
mark for the season. Kingings
is 3-3.
Only games scheduled
and Williams paced the RedKentucky Wesleyan, with just
Thursday's Games
Phoenix vs. Philadelphia at
birds by hitting for 17 and 16
a two-point edge at halftime,
Pittsburgh
respectively while Morris had
pulled away in the final ten
Atlanta at Chicago
10 for the losers.
Only games scheduled
minutes Wednesday night to
Friday's Games
Regular season play will end
roll over Union College 84-66.
New York at Buffalo
Tuesday evening when Hazel
Chicago at Philadelphia
Wesleyan's Steve Walker
Baltimore at Atlanta
visits New Concord, Kirksey
poured in 24 points, while
Boston at Cleveland
plays at Lynn Grove and Faxon
teammates Mike Williams, with
Kansas City Omaha at De
entertains Almo.
10 and James Green with 11 troit
l'IE- 04'S WEAR
Portland at Houston
Lynn Grove 10
8 13 16-47
added their share for the win.
Seattle at Los Angeles
- PAku Ok-a.
Concord
5 13
Golden State at Milwaukee
Larry Dugan came off the
8 18-44
K
Lynn Grove (4'7)—Gardner
207
Broadway
13, Chavis 4, Martin 11,
Lockhart 9 and Stone 10.
Phone 442-6314

We Have Clothes For The

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Premium
Grade

Lynn Grove, Hazel Win; Eagles
Remain Undefeated In County

Pro Cage
Standings

By The Associated Press
BASKETBALL
BUFFALO—The Buffalo
Braves of the National Basketball Association picked up Dave
Wohl on waivers from the Portland Trail Blazers.
SEATTLE—The Seattle Supersonics of the National Basketball Association regained
center Pete Cross from the
Kansas City-Omaha Kings for
the $1,000 waiver price.
TENNIS .
NEW YORK—Charlie Pasarell of Puerto Rico defeated
Sandy Mayer of Wayne, N.J., 46,7-5, 6-2 in the second round of
the Clean Air Indoor Tennis
Classic.
OLYMPICS .
CHICAGO—The Big Ten withdrew from its U.S. Olympic
Committee membership, the
first athletic conference to follow the break by the NCAA
with the Olympic group in October.

KISSING
BALLS
Green or Flocked
and Decorated

WREATHS
Green or Flocked
and Decorated
HOURS:
Thru Christmas
Mon. thru Thur. 8-5
Fri. and Sat
Sunday

8-8
1-5
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Irish Snap Eight
ame Losing Streak

By TED MEIER ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
Notre Dame's once feared
Fighting Irish have snapped an
eight-game losing streak in college basketball and hope their
spell of hard times in the sport
has ended.
Unranked in the Associated
Press Top Twenty, the Irish
won their first game of the new
season by turning back Valparaiso Wednesday night 82-72.
They had lost their last six
games last season and their
first two of the current campaign.
Perhaps looking ahead to a
Dec. 23 meeting with UCLA's
mighty national champions
Irish Coach "Digger" Phelps
used numerous players against
the Valpos at South Bend. "I
wanted to give our kids confidence and I wanted to see
whether they. could come off
the bench and play," Phelps
said. "We're satisfied."
John Shumate, with 24 points,
and Gary Brokaw, with 23, led
the Irish. John Wolfenburg of
the Crusaders took high game
honors with 26.
Pennsylvania, Southwestern
Louisiana and Oral Roberts
were the only teams in ths AP
rankings to see action. The
ninth-ranked Quakers rrtfshed
The Citadel 67-34, the Ragin•
'Cajuns, No.10, routed Pan
American 11.1-77 and No. -0 141
Oral Roberts whipped Idaho
State 95-82.

Dwight Lamar tossed in 30
points for the Cajuns, but
Reese Stovall of Pan American
led all scorers with 36. Richard
Fuqua paced Oral Roberts with
31.
Penn overcame a Citadel
stall in winning the second
game of a tripleheader at the
Palestra in Philadelphia. In the
opener LaSalle edged Biscayne
69-67. Oregon State defeated
Temple 56-50 in the concluding
game.
Oral Roberts' triumph was
the windup of a doubleheader
at Tulsa. Texas MN scored a
67-64 overtime victory over Oklahoma State in the opener on
Cedric Joseph's key basket
with 47 seconds left.
John Brown tallied a career
high of 35 points in leading Missouri over Purdue 84-75. Drake
beat Butler 83-68, Oklahoma
edged Samford 55-51, Chicago
Loyola turned back the St.
Mary Gaels 92-88 and Colorado
trimmed Tulane 97-86.
Villanova beat Niagara 67-62,
Georgetown's Hoyas whipped
St. Bonaventure 73- 0, Holy
Crops took Connecticut 96-90
and on a surprise Army 82-64.
In other games Miss. State went
overtime to down South
Alabama 72-67, Texas Tech put
down Nevada-Las Vegas 67-58,
Fdrest humbled William
S and Mary 86-71 and Illinois
State tripped Arkansas 81-67.
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SEARS BEST 4-PLY
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Four hefty nylon cord plies and extradeep tread for long mileage, excel lent
traction and protection from impacts
and road hazards.
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Oklahoma

ALL AMERICA DEFENSE TEAM-This is the 1972 All America offense
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team as selected by the Associated Press.
(AP Wirephoto
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ALL AMERICA OFFENSE TEAM-This is the 1972 All America defense team as selected by the Associated
Press.
(AP Wirephoto

Two Southern Cal, Three Nebraska Players Named to All-America Team

By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON. Southern Methodist all
moved
Associated Press Sports Writer up from the second team
of a
NEW YORK i AP) - Two year ago while Brad Van
Pelt,
players from No. 1-ranked Michigan State's towering
6Southern California and three foot-5 safety, climbed from
the
from Nebraska's deposed na- 1971 third team.
tional champions, including
Rounding out the elite 22-man
Heisman Trophy winner Johnny
Rodgers, were named today to All-America squad for 1972 are
The Associated Press All-Amer- tackle John Hicks of Ohio
State, guard Ron Rusnak of
ica football team for 197,.
North...Carolina, defensive end
Four members from the 1971 Roger Goree
of Baylor, defenAll-America team made it for sive
tackles Greg Marx of
the second year in a row, in- Notre
Dame and Derland
cluding Oklahoma's super run- Moore of
Oklahoma, linener Greg Pruitt. He was joined backers
Randy Gradishar of
in the 1972 backfield by quar- Ohio
State and John Skorupan
terback John Hufnagel of Penn of Penn
State and defensive
State arid running backs Otis back
Calvin Jones of WashingArmstrong of Purdue and Woo- ton.
drow Green of Arizona State.
Wood, who calls defensive
The other repeaters are signals for Southern
Cal's unmiddle guard Rich Glover of beaten Trojans,
is the only
Nebraska, winner of the Out- sophomore on the
All-America
land Trophy as the nation's top team while
Green, Hicks and
interior lineman, offensive Gradishar
are juniors.
tackle Jerry Sisemore of Texas
'Rodgers wound up regular
and center Tom Brahaney of season play with four
National
Oklahoma.
Collegiate Athletic Association
The third Nebraska represen- records, seven Big
Eight Contative is defensive end Willie ference marks and
19 Nebraska
Harper while top-ranked South- records. He has scored
46
ern Cal is represented by tight touchdowns. 276 points,
caught
end Charles Young and soph- 150 passes for
2,708 yards and
omore linebacker Richard 26 touchdowns and
has returned
Wood.
punts for 1,654 yards. In allRodgers, Harper, guard John purpose running, he has an
Hannah of Alabama and defen- NCAA record 5,586 yards.
sive back Robert Popelka of
Hufnagel has directed Penn

the

AN
FREE
GIFT
WRAPPING
:30

State to 26 victories in 28
games since becoming the
starting quarterback midway in
the 1970 season. He holds nine
Penn State records, including
game, season and career
marks for passing and total offense yardage.
Oklahoma's opponents overloaded their defenses to the outside to take away Pruitt's explosive sweeps and he didn't
approach his 1,665 yards of last
season. But Coach Chuck Fairbanks said he still "had a heckuva year for us."
Although he missed- one Arizona State game with a knee
injury, Green still galloped for
1,363 yards and 15 touchdowns.
He had the professional scouts
drooling even last year.
Purdue's Armstrong is likely
to be a first-round pick when
the National Football League
does its drafting early next
year. He was the only player to

be -named AP Back of the Week
twice this season and he did it
by gaining a school record 233
yards against Northwest Ind.
Tight end- Young is outstanding whether he's catching
the football or blocking. "He
has outstanding speed and can
catch the ball," says Southern
Cal Coach John McKay. "He
can go deep as well as short,
almost like a split receiver."
McKay also says that Southern Cal's defense deserves
three-fourths of the credit for
the Trojans' No. 1 ranking and
Wood is the leader. "He's as
fine a defensive football player
as I've ever seen at this stage
of development," says McKay.
Brahaney, Hannah, Sisemore
and Hicks were largely responsible with their blocking for
their teams' high finish in the
national rushing statistics. Oklahoma was tops, while Ala-

All-America Team

Big Ten Joins

ar Against
ympic Group

Two Games
Played In
City League

Big

es and extra3e, excellent
From impacts

14(r9
{mo

e

Office
753-2310

BATSON

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

zorbacks into punting on third
down just in case he did it
again.
Marx could have joined the
pro ranks a year ago, but he
had a year of eligibility left because he broke his arm in his
sophomore year and decided to
come back. Needless to say,
Notre Dame is glad he did.
Oklahoma's Moore reached
his peak in the Sooners' 27-0
rout of Texas. He made 10
tackles, blocked a quick kick
which Oklahoma recovered for
a touchdown, recovered a batted pitehout in the end zone for
another touchdown and pressured the Texas quarterback
into an interception.

Like Wood, Gradishar and
Skorupan earned AP Lineman
of the Week honors during the
season. George Hill, Ohio
State's defense coordinator,
says Gradishar "has great
speed and ability to get outside
and-he's a great pass defender.
We count on him each week to
make the big plays. He's just a
great football player; what else
can you say?"
Penn State: Coach Joe Paterno says Skorupan is "one of
the finest linebackers we have
had. He compares very favorably with the outstanding linebackers we have had in recent
years."
Jones, smallest player on the

All-America team at 5-9 and
170, had overcome his lack of
size to win Pacific-8 honors
three years in a row.
Southern Methodist's Popelka
has 9.7 speed for the 100 and
impressed one pro scout to say:
"He was the best defensive
back I saw all season. He's got
real good speed, but- the thing
that impresses me is that he always seems to be in the right
place. He just has a nose for
the football."
Van Pelt is a three-sport star
at Michigan State-football,
basketball and baseball-who
says he doesn't feel comfortable ''unless I'm playing some
sport."

Big K's
Fabric Dept.

Pacers Open Lead Over
Field In ABA Western

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS the final 12 minutes after the
-Running, that's our bal- Squires' ace tallied 31 during
Igame," says Coach Bob Leon- the first three periods.
ard of the Indiana Pacers.
New York outscored MemThe defending American Bas- phis 10-2 late in the game to
ketball Association champs ran pull out a victory over the
away from the expansion San Tams despite 28 points by Lee
Diego Conquistadors 124-112 Davis of the Idsers. George
ior. Chicago, Ill.; Woodrow
NEW YORK (API
Here is
Wednesday night and they're Carter paced the Nets with 20.
Green, Arizona State, 60, 200,
The Associated Press All Amer
starting to run away with the
Junior, Portland, Ore.; Greg
ica football team for 1972:
Pruitt, Oklahoma, 59, 177, Sen
Offense
ABA's Western Division, openior, Houston, Tex.
Tight End--Charles
Young,
ing a 311-gaine lead over DenSouthern California, 6.4, 227,
Defense
Ends--Roger GOree, Baylor, ver and Utah.
Senior, Fresno, Calif.
Wide Receiver-Johnny Rod. 6-0, 202, Senior, Baton Rouge,
Elsewhere, Dallas defeated
La ; Willie Harper. Nebraska,
gerS, Nebraska, 5 9, 173, Senior,
Denver 110-104, Utah turned w
62. 208, Senior, Toledo, Ohio.
Omaha, Neb.
Tackles--Greg Marx, Notre
Tackles --John Hicks, Ohio
back Carolina 119-108, Kentucky
Dame, 6-5, 260, Senior, Redford,
State,- 6 3, 254, Junior, Clevetrounced Virginia 119-105 and
Mich ; Oerland Moore, Okla
land, Ohio; Jerry Sisemore,
homa, 6-3. 246, Senior, Poplar
New York outlasted Memphis
Texas, 6-4, 260, Senior, PlainBluff, Mo
view, Tex.
101-95.
Middle Guard-Rich Glover,
01
Guards-John Hannah, AlaThe Pacers built a whopping
Nebraska, 6-1, 233, Senior, Jer
bama, 6-3, 264, Senior, Albertsey City. N J
ville, Ala.; Ron Rusnak, North
25-point lead over San Diego in
CHICAGO I AP) - The Big
Linebackers -Randy
Carolina,
Gradi
6 1,
225,
Senior,
the first quarter but saw their
shar, Ohio State, 6-3, 238, Jun
Prime George, Vs
Ten has become the first athletior, Champion, Ohio; John
bulge chopped to eight by half...Cen5er.,_10M Biotianey, Oklaic conference to join the
homa, 6-2, 227, Senior:-M1diarid;-- -skurooe,h,- Penn-.State. 6-2i
time and to just _four, midway
110, Senior, Beaver. Pa.; Rich
Tex.
NCAA's war against the U.S.
through the third period. They
Quarterback --John Hufnagel, ard Wood. Southern California,
Olympic Committee.
6.2, 220, Sophomore, Elizabeth,
Penn State, 6 1, 194, Senior, Cohad it back up to 20, though, in
raopolis. Pa
the final period.
Backs -Calvin Jones, Wash
Announcement the conference
Running Backs-Otis Arm
ington, 59. 170, Senior, San
"Darnell Hillman, George was dropping its USOC memstrong, Purdue, 5 11, 194, Seri Francisco, Calif.; Robert Po
McGinnis and Roger Brown got bership-worth a modest 3
pelka, Southern Methodist, 6 1,
out on the fast break and just votes in the wide Olympic con185, Senior, Temple, Tex.; Brad
Van Pelt, Michigan State, 65, outran San Diego," Leonard
trol spectrum-was the biggest
226, Senior, Owosso, Mich.
said. "San Diego got some of- news to emanate from the
Big
fensive rebounds but we started Ten's 3-day winter
meeting
sending both forwards out on which ended yesterday.
the fast break and that's why
It was the initial grass roots
San Diego was getting the
rebounds. That will happen backing of the NCAA which last
sometimes when you get October broke off from the
USOC capping a long and bitter
ahead."
San Diego's Stew Johnson feud over conduct of the Olymtook scoring honors with 36 pic program.
points while McGinnis and
Commissioner Wayne Duke
Brown led Indiana with 24 and said the action was not a conTwo games were played in the 20'; respectively.
ference boycott of the Olympic
Seven Dallas players scored movement and that individual
Murray Park and Recreation
Basketball Leagtre Tuesday in double figures as the Chaps athletes, coaches and member
A brand-new look.
night. Wallace's Book Store beat Denver. Rich Jones led schools were free to cooperate
Roomier, full-vinyl cab with
defeated Vanderbilt Chemical, the way with 24, Bob Netolicky in future Olympic activity.
contoured seat, new instru75-40, and The Palace Drive-In had 19 and Skeeter Swift 18.
ments, new power-flow ven"The
Ten simply joins
tilation. New power-assist
romped on the Rescue Five 120- Ralph Simpson paced Denver the NCAA in stressing
the comwith
23.
brakes. Plus all the things
26.
plete failure of the USOC in its
Glen Combs scored 28 points,
that made us America's No. 1
_ Wallace combined a hot
operational procedure," said
selling import truck: overshooting hand and control of James Jones 23 and Zehno Duke.
"This is no intention to
Beaty
22
head cam engine,6-foot load
as
Utah
whipped
both backboards to defeat
impair or destroy the Olympic
whitestick,
bed, 4-speed
Vandy. Leading Wallace were Carolina's Eastern Division movement,
but we hope this acwalls and more Try one soon.
Bill Emener and. Walter leaders and climbed into a vir- tion will
help precipitate Contual
Nobody knows small trucks
second-place tie with DenButnpus, each with 21 points.
gressional or other remedial
Ilk. Datsun
Leading Vandy were Holsden ver in the West. Billy Cunning- action."
ham
and
Joe
Caldwell
led
the
and Lamb with 12 points each.
In the second game, the losers with 24 and 23.
The Big Ten faculty group
Kentucky opened a 95-91 lead and athletic directors otherwise
Palace Drive-In completely outPRIDE
WITH
FROM NISSAN
manned the Rescue Five. over Virginia to 109-94 in a conducted a routine session,
Leading the Palace were Mike three-minute span of the final tabling such prirnetproposals as
Sims with 35, Terry Teitloff with period behind Walt Simon and adoption of a red-shirting policy
77, and Andy Groves with 18 Dan Issel and went on to beat and reduction of football scholthe Squire's. Issel finished with arships until after the NCAA
points.
763-7114
The Rescuers were led by 32 points and held Virginia's 'annual convention here Jan. 11South 12th St.
Ricky Edwards with 12 points. Julius Erving to one point in 13.

Meet
Datsun's
new
Li'l
Hustler.

(mina, Texas and Ohio State all
wound up among the top 11.
Resnak is rated one of the finest blockers in North Carolina
history.
Even though opponents hesitate to try and skirt Harper's
end, he still is the key man on
Nebraska's pass rush and containing the Wishbone sweep.
He's big: tough and mobile with
4.6 speed over 40 yards. The
other end, Baylor's Goree, was
the Southwest Conference's Defensive Sophomore of the Year
in 1970 and Defensive Player of
the Year last season. Against
Arkansas, he made 16 tackles
and blocked two punts, a performance which forced the Ra-

Fabulous Buys On Your
Favorite Fabrics

800(AtitfPiC4RCI

Prices Good Thurs.,
Fri., & Sat, Dec. 7-8-9

Complete Sewing
Notions Dept.

100% Cotton
1 00% Acrylic
"Spit Thru"

VELOUR
•54" Wide
•Stripes
•Values to 13.98 yd.
$

Patterns by
Simplicity
at Big K

1 00 yd.

KNITS
Reg. '1.77 yd.
* 3 Days Only *

2'.$100
54" 100% Washable

WOOLENS
•Mix & Match
•Plaids & Solids
Values to
3.98 yd. $254 Yd.
Wintuk 1 00% Orlon
Acrylic

JUMBO

SEWING
CHEST
•

YARN
•4 Ply-4-oz. Skein
•Machine Washable
Big K
Yd
Reg. '1.17

97a

Big K
Reg. '2.47

Featuring told-away
handle organizer,
tray. 18 thread
holders. 10 compartments

$266
Big K will be open every night until
10:00 P. M.
Until Christmas, for your shopping
Convenience
1-6 Sunday

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS 25% off
Lights & Mediums
• Crepes & Twills and 2 Tones
price
25% Off $ II 85 Yd.
Bel

Open 9-10 Mon.-Sat.
Air Shopping Center
1-6 Sunday Until Christmas
753-8777
BANKAMERICARO
Acres of Free Parking
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TEACHIN'JAZZ—Stan Kenton, king of progressive jazz for over 30 years, teaches a class in jazz at Redlands University. near
Los Angeles.

THE BIG BANDS

:451

Jazz king still
grooving at 60
Her Tears Flowed
Wine," among others.

By ANDY CRAWFORD
Copley News Service
LOS ANGELES — Stan
Kenton, a warm, sophisticated, 6-foot-5 package of nervous energy, is still looking
for new horizons.
Over the last two years
Kenton, the nation's leader in
irogressive jazz for over 30
years, has made over 200 onenight concerts around the
country He's also taught high
school and college students
about iazz and made recordings.
Unlike most band leaders,
Kenton,now 60,thrives on this
hectic schedule.
"It gives me a chance to be
free, to be my own man," he
said.
He compares the one-nightera with a long booking in a
hotel ballroom.
-The tours are much better
for us," he says with the zeal
of a missionary. "The audiences are great! The people
come to see us only because
they like our music. This is a
far cry from working in most
hotels.
"Thank goodness, no one
walks up to the bandstand,
and asks for a little two-beat,
or for some of the old Tommy
Dorsey or Glenn Miller
sounds!"
True to form, he also feels
he would be too confined if he
were to become musical director for a television network.
"There would always be...
some idiot producer around to
tell me all about the music
business," he says scornfully.
Kenton was equally unconventional when his first bend
burst on the scene in 1941.
Born in Wichita, Kan., and
raised in Los Angeles, his early training in the classics was
apparent with his big break.
His first appearance was at
the Balboa Beach ballroom,
located at a resort about 40
miles south of Los Angeles.
He had several early highly
stylized recordings, including
"Adios" and "Taboo," and a
rehash of "St. James Infirmary." More popular were
his 1943 recordings of "Eager
Beaver" and "Artistry in
Rhythm," later toliecorne his
theme.
Anita O'Day, an all-time
great jazz singer, joined the
band the following year. She
recorded the itepular "And

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!
SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

-

Place Your
Classified Ad
Now

Like

In the '60s, he recorded the
popular "West Side Story,"
from the movie.
He later showed his diversity by recording eight compositions of classic composer
Richard Wagner on one album, and music from the
show "Hair- on another.
More recently, he completed the first film on jazz to
be used as an educational supplement in schools, titled
"The Substance of Jazz.Throughout his career,
KenUm's style has reflected
musical compositions or total
arrangements, rather than incbvidual performers. Several
musicians have proved the
exception to this general rule,
including trumpeter Maynard
Ferguson, drummer Shelly
Manne, bassist Eddie Safranski, tenor saxophonist Vido
Musso and trombonist Kai
Winding.
Kenton did much of the early arranging himself. Later,
he was aided by Pete Rugulo,
Shorty Rogers, Gerry Mulligan and Bill Holman.
Many current arrange..
ments lean heavily on Latin
rhythms. He plays "Love
Story" in a style far different
than the score in the movie.
Among other current arrangements are "MacArthur
Park," played in much the
same manner as his trademark version of -September
Song." Also included are "Bogota" arid the perennial "Maleguena."
Kenton has missed several
important recent engagements, notably the 1972
Monterey, Calif., Music Festival, due to illness His manager, Dennis Justice, says the
problems are minor, and that
Stan should be fully recovered
shortly.
The millions of fans that
still treat Stan Kenton with
awe certainly hope he's right.
Shortly thereafter June
Christy, bright, friendly and
talented, joined the band. She
was followed by Chris Connor
on many of the postwar recordings. Both had singing
styles. similar to Miss
O'Day's.
Many big bands folded in
the late '40s, but Kenton kept
going, despite frequent
changes in personnel. He kept
assembling larger and more
complex bands He aimed for
concerts, appealing to those
who came to listen, rather
than to dance.
Touring Blighty
LONDON tUPII —
number of tourists visiting
Britain in the off-season first
four months of the year
jumped 18 per cent this year
over 197 1, according to the
British Tourist Authority.
More than 25 per cent of the
1.2 million tourists who came
during this period were
Amerieans.
11
ARMISTICE
World War I hostilities
ceased with signing of aemistice op N. 11, 1918.

753-1916

Don't fret, Four-Eyes,
seldom is often enough
By Abigail Van Buren
,ten In Clow* Triboordli

1.1•In STed . lac 1

DEAR ABBY: I read with interest your letter about the
high school girl (signed "Miss Four Eyes"1 who was upset
because she had to wear glasses
I am enclosing a clipping I have had around for some
time. It might interest you and Miss Four Eyes It is a
reported PTA meeting, written by Mrs H. G. F., occupation, housewife:
"Last night there were fifty-six mothers present at the
PTA meeting. Only two were absent. I noticed that fiftythree mothers were wearing glasses. The school enrolment
is 118 children, giving each mother two and a fraction kids,
and more 'fractions' were visible from where I sat
"I concluded that if the poem,'Men seldom make passes
at girls who wear glasses,' is accurate, then seldom is often
UTAH EYE DOCTOR
enough."
DEAR DOCTOR: Thanks for a real day-brightener.
DEAR ABBY While shopping recently in one of the
better department stores, I was horrified when I heard the
bloodcurdling screams of a hysterical child. I then saw a
terrified youngster about 4 years old being held down by
her mother while another woman was piercing the child's
ears!
I learned that this is a new service the store offers
when one purchases a pair of earrings for pierced ears.
Altho I understand it is done by a nurse, 1 think it is
very rude and inconsiderate to impose the sight and sound
of this barbaric procedure on other shoppers.
I'd like to know what you think of such a promotion to
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
sell earrings.

By SUSAN SWARTZ
Copley News Service
Johnny wants a pair of
skates. Susie wants a dolly.
And Mother Nature wants you
to leave her trees alone and
quit messing up her fresh air.
'Tis the season to be ecologically chic — to choose cranberry and pine cone decorations over a gold lame Santa
Claus. To give Johnny a subscription to "Ranger Rick"
instead of a motorbike that
will tear up the back country.
To urge your aunt to use
cloth napkins instead of
paper. To give Uncle Harry' a
tie you made yourself and
your nephew a fascinating
seashell you found on the
beach.
Ecologists are dreaming of
a green Christmas. The push
is on to choose a live tree over
a dead one. Ecologist Jim
Jacobson estimates that more
than 50 million trees will be
cut and sold in the United
States this Christmas.
He suggests that a living
tree will do Ma Nature a favor
as well as reduce fire hazards
in the home, minimize the
work of the county' sanitation
department and cut down on
the general solid waste prob.
kin
Local nurseries offer living
trees in a tub and claim that
the will last for many years
in that pot or can be replanted If your patio is the
cement variety, consider downs* your living tree to a
friend with a few green acres
or the parks department.
Tree farms offer cut it or
dig it yourself trees._ Take a
picnic lunch and a couple of
eco-freak friends and make a
day of it.
Decorate your tree with
those old fashioned things like
cranberries, popcorn, candy
canes, ribbon, yarn, cookies
and originals by your kids.
According to Jacobson the
main idea is to cut down an
both waste and consumption
this season.
Go shopping by car pool, he
suggests. Take your own
shopping bag with you and
look for gifts that are not
overpackaged.

DEAR THINKING: You're thinking all right. Motherhood is a noble career, but it rarely lasts over 2S years.
Then what?

DEAR ABBY: Some of the methods used to discourage
dogs from attacking amused me.
In our town we also have leash laws, hut very few
people pay any attention to them
Our paper boy told me that he was bitten by a dog
which was running loose, and as he stood there with the
blood running down his leg, the owner stuck her head out of
the window and yelled, "Don't worry, Sonny, our dog has
CANON CITY, COLO.
had its shots!"
DEAR CANON CITY: Shots or no shots, leash laws
should be strictly observed. Many a poor hound who thinks
he's "protecting his territory" has received one last -shot"
his owner didn't count on.
Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX 69700, 1, A., CALIF. 90089 and enclose a
. stamped, addressed envelope.

If you're still searching for
Christmas gift suggestions,
try giving Christmas back to
the kids.
A stockingful of time, given
early, may be worth more
than Santa's whole bag of
tricks.
Tis the seasen to be jolly
and to share it with the family. After all, Christmas is
probably the most family-like
of holidays.
But when mom starts
tackling that long list of "to be
dones" she's likely to provide
plenty of time for her children
to pass on their own. Then she
gets involved shopping and
wrapping, addressing cards,
party planning, baking and
cleaning, and the kids get left
out.
In the midst of the "to be
clones" when you hear something to the tune of "Mom, I
wish you had more time so we
could do things with you," it's
time to put the family back
into Christmas.
It starts with family planning, put it into conference
form. Make a chart. Note
what needs to be done and let
each child be responsible for
something. You may want to
refresh crystal and fine china
yourself, but polishing silver
is a natural for the younger
set.
Older kids can take turns at
afternoons of baby-sitting so
you, morn, can accomplish
great gulps of scrubbing,
laundering and ironing chores
without interruptions. Help
the kids understand that this
will free you later for fun
things with them.
Make cook-aheads for dinner so the baby-sitter can pop
dinner into the oven for you.
If you don't have built-in
baby-sitters, hiring a teenager for a few afternoons after school may be money well
spent. Or make a swap arrangement with a neighbor.
Save some shopping time to
share with the kids, Preselect
their presents for dad and
then take them along to help
make the final selections. -

When the chores are done,
turn on the fun.
Set time aside for cutting
out cookies and making decorations.
Cookies are for kids and
Christmas is the best excuse
ever to put them together.
You can bake, but let the kids
cut out and decorate. And get
together with the kids to pack
cookies to take to friends.
Here are some other decorating-type ideas to keep
mom and the kids busy. Or
wait for a Saturday and get
dad in on the fun to make
Christmas preparations a real
family affair
Snowflakes — Add a little
water to powdered detergent
Give the kids a small brush
and a small bowl of the detergent paste. Let the kids go,
daubing snowflakes on windows and create snowdrifts
along the edges. Older kids
can draw outlines with bars of
soap and fill in. Older kids can
tape stencils to the windows
and let the children create
with them. Add food coloring
to the paste for color.
Christmas snow — Whip
soap flakes with a little water.
Add water gradually to soap
flakes and beat at high speed
until it stands in peaks like
egg whites for a mennge.
Christmas tree train —
Save empty quart and gallon
size milk cartons, washing
them thoroughly and letting
them dry before using. Let
children form train cars, putting them together in a line by
fastening with paper fasteners. Cars can be decorated by
paint, pieces of felt or construction paper. Add wheels
made of plastic lids, attached
to train with masking tape.
Wrap the train around the
base of the Christmas tree.
Uttle Bells — Very young
children wto want a part bf
the action can make their own
decorations, bells from tops of
aerosol spray cans. If dad
drills holes in the center top of
each lid, little kids can form
their own clappers from
household tidbits and tie them
on with yarn
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Largest Supply of Stereos In This Area!
Over 30 models of consoles and many
component models to choose from.
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5" to 25" Screens
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Folks: Be a wise buyer and buy your TVs and
Stereos where you can get service!
Remember: We have a Service Department and
service what we sell.

Use Our Lay-Away Plan
Open Weekday Nights Till 9 p.m., on Sundays 1-6,
for your Shopping Convenience

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

Murray, Ky

For Abby's new bocdtig! "'What Teen-Agers Want to
Know," send SI to,Abby, Box 69700, Los Angrier, Cal. WOO.

Ph. 753-5865
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Christmas card library.
Buy traditional cards and
ask those you send them to, to
recirculate the card next
year, by crossing off your
name and adding theirs and
sending it on. Save on stamps
and paper envelopes by sending postcards with a personal
message.
Wrapping — Use paper
bags for wrapping paper.
Decorate with drawings or a
simple ecology message that
will explain to your Aunt Sue
that you're really not being
cheap this season.
Try newspaper. The funnies
are versatile. Or music
sheets, magazine pictures,
laundry paper. Use fabric
scraps or put your gifts in a
decorated coffee can, oatmeal
box, kitchen towel. Use last
year's gift wrapping — you
saved it, didn't you? — and
stamp "recycle" on it so it
will go on again next year.
Gifts — Give fewer
"things." How about a musical instrument, a good record,
museum membership, membership to a conservation organization? Organic cosrnetics, a wine making kit, a glass
cutting kit? An herb garden,
biking and camping equipment? Visit local handicraft
shops for candles, leather,
jewelry, art objects.
About that home-made tie
for Uncle Harry. There's a 40minute tie how-to available in
pattern catalogs.
That's 35 minutes more
you'll be giving to Harry than
last year when you ran into a
store, grabbed something and
proceeded to cross him off
your list.

By NANCY JOHNSON
Copley News Service
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III

III

DEAR NORTH: I think that to subject a small child to
such an ordeal is cruel. And to subject shoppers to the
"sight and sound" of it is poor business.
e
DEAR ABBY: I can't forget "Happy in Olyitipia,'fh27-year-old wife and mother who was perfectly happy just
being a wife and mother and wanted nothing else from life.
say this is great for her, and probably will be for the next
in years. But what happens when her children are grown,
and want to live their own lives? I have seen too many of
my age group fl am 201 struggling with the deminds of
mothers who cling to them because they have had nothing
rewarding or fulfilling in their lives, apart from children.
My mother has been active in 'her own career for as
long as I can remember, but our house has always been
immaculate and I have had all the attention I wanted from
her. In fact. I keep no secrets from my mother. and I have
a better relationship with her than my friends whose mothers made raising their children their only eoncern.
I suggest that instead of watching talk shows all -day,
"Happy in Olympia" start learning to do something else, so
that when her children grow up and leave her—as they
surely will she won't suddenly feel useless and lost, which
is the sorry lot of too many middle-aged women today.
THINKING AHEAD

Put the environment on
your Christmas list. As you
start the countdown to the tag
day consider the following,
suggested by a number of ecological organizations:
Can —Don't send cards to
people you can greet in person. Consider cards made by
conservation groups. There
are cards with an ecological
message, printed on recycled
paper. One suggestion — that
may take your own editor's
note — is to start a circulating
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LAY-A-WAY
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It is not too soon to Lay-A-Way
the gifts of your choice! Ask one
of our friendly clerks for details.

TABU

Regular

Value 4.

Xmas Cards by Laurel
Values to $5.00

.

Gift Sets

JEWELRY

Cologne and $

Monet
BEAUTIFUL
EARRINGS
7'"\‘te
:1
'
4FANTASTIC NECKLACES "3
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dji HEAVEN SENT
388
Deluxe Dusting Powder

Dusting
Powder
Regular '6.00 Value

lso Many: Nice

have Sets
for Men
See Them
Today!

General Electric Merry Midget

TREE LIGHTS

Polaroid
Square Shooter Ii

12 Lantern Lights or Candle

LAND CAMERA

Regular

'5.95 Value

Instant Pictures...Color or Black and White!!

Select
Sunbeam Vista

eltilf I

APPLIANCES FOR
CHRISTMAS A Joy to Give

sand
e!

Regular '24.95

A Joy to Receive

Foil or Regular

t and

WRAPPING PAPER
5 and 6 Roll
Packages

88

Get Yours Today!

HM No. 399

Compare at '1.49

UC No 55

AP No. 53

VER No. 600

753-5865
VBL No. 20

A Gift Certificate, redeemable
at Say-Rite's Gift Boutique, could
be the answer to your shopping problem!
Visit our very fine Gift Shop, then ask one of our
friendly clerks about our Gift CERTIFICATES, YOU
WILL BE GLAD YOU DID! Problem solved!
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CHRISTMAS
TREE

Gift

•33 Tips
•No. 4-33-48

4%-oz. After
Shave Lotion
No. 3380
Reg. 13.75

/i

GIRLS
SWEATERS

1,)

Size 4-6X

Table Radio
Mira
n direct tuning,
Automatic volume control, precisio
hi-impact plastic cabinet
Reg. 1 14.95
No. 11-304

aT.

BEAUTIFUL
CHRISTMAS

DOWN
Expert
Preposition
Flap
Mohammedan
commander
5 Evaluates
6 Behold,

1
2
3
4

Orbitor 4000 Razor

Adjustable guard combs for legs and
underarms.

Pullover Styles

--I Tall, XTall Sizes

$249

SHAVER

Cardigan &

Petite, Avg.,

Set
4N -oz. Cologne

TREE LIGHTS

REMINGTON PRINCESS

'295

62

,,

Gleam lite
Multi-Color
5-Way Flasher

Midland Solid State

HOSE
Reg. 99'
Now

A'

20 Repulse
23 Man's
nickname
24 Tissue
26 Soft drinks
28 College degree
(abbr )
29 Wipe out
31 Smallest
33 Measure
duration of
35 Narrate
36 Forecast
39 Cleaning
substances
42 Note of scale
43 Chemical
compound
45 Let it stand
46 New Deal
agency (abbr.)
48 Pertaining to
the sun
50 Period of time
51 Swerve
53 Falsehoods
55 Chaldean
City
56 Adorn
59 Cuts of meat
61 Heavy drinker
62 Weird

Old
4 Foot Scotch Pine

Prices!

PANTY

Bishop's hat
6 Leather thong
11 Country of
Central
America
12 Egg dish
14 Conjunction
15 Tiny amounts
17 Withered
18 Music as

$949

No 4 91 72

ARMACY
DISCOUNTDisPH
count Prescription
LADIES

ACROSS

Reg. 1 1.50

Uncle Jeff's
Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At

The Only True

Crosswa

branches, flame proof, 91 tips.

Reg. 53.95

6-oz. Gift Boxed

Tc
Ledi

6 Foot Scotch Pine
CHRISTMAS TREE
pine.
Realistic green bushy Scotch
forest full with perfectly shaped

colors and inserts.

I
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Reg.
27.50 $ 1 288

Model CL50

12, 20 or .410 Guage
LADIES

BLON DIE

S
'
GIRL
LONG

SLACKS

GOWNS

Sizes 3-6

.22 AUTOMATIC

Reg. '2.49

2 for

Mens

DRESS
SHIRTS

SHIRT & PANT

'495

Sizes 3 7

2-SPEED JIG
SAW KIT

I

DRESS SHIRTS
S'
'
BOY
Many Colors in Solids & Patterns
Sizes 8-18

THE PHA,

$11"
12 Volt

CIRCULAR
SAW
Black & Decker

$395

Several Colors To Choose From

We'r e the only store in this
area that carries these items.
7305
4"
/
71

SET

Prices
from
, Many colors in solids &

r

BLACK & DECKER

LITTLE BOYS

HELMETS

Camouflage
Chicken Wire

with 4-Power
Scope

$31 97

H.P.

BEATLE I

With
— Attachmeft--

Blender

Black & Decker

3/8"

Sizes 17-12

$399

•8 Speeds

DRILL

HOUSE SHOES
Corduroy & Double Knit Styles

NANC

KIT
4-€1"4111ea;to MODEL 7116

26 Piece

Your Choice

Arthur Fulmer 8 Track Auto
pair

COOKIE NC
WANTS TAIS
PIECE OF
STRAwSERI
5NORTCAK

VAN WYCK DELUXE

Your Choice
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* * *
* * * SHOE DEPARTMENT
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MOTORCYCLE
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SHOTGUNS
DUCK HUNTERS

SPRINGFIELD
Reg. '2.95

Christmas
ial

Single Shot

$799

TAPE PLAYER
Complete with set of
twin wedge stereo speakers.

Van Wyck
Carving

LIL' Al

Model 7477

Sizes
5-10

Knife

Sizes 7 11
Wide Selection of ladies

DRESS SHOES
Reg. 55.87 - Now $217

1

Mens Suede
CASUAL SHOES
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,TAPE CASES
Holds 15 Stereo Tapes

General Electric
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IF YOU HAD YOUR
CHOICE OF THE
CONTENTS OF EQUAL
BARREL3-4 FT. HIV/1
AND 2 FT IN
DIAMETER-ONE FILLED
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DOLLARS...WHICH
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THAT'S THE CHRISTMAS
RULE YOU CAN'T IGNORE
THE CHRISTMAS RULE!!

YOU HAVE TO\
6IVE ME A
CHR6TMA5
PIZESENT!

READ the WANT ADS
I CAN DO ANYTHIN6 I
WANT! YOU NiT ME 50 I'VE
DECIDED MOTTO GIVE YOU
AN5(THIN6 FOR CHRISTMAS!
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SPECIAL FOR Christmas! AKC
registered toy Poodle puppies, 8
weeks old. 845.00 to $55.00. Phone
7534469 after 6:00 p.m,
D12C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
DC
FIBERGLASS
PANELS,
national brand, factory seconds,
for patios, carports, storage
houses, fences, trailer skirting.
As low as 8 cents per square foot.
Three colors Number One
paneling, $2.85 per sheet. New
and used money safes, - from
$40.00 to $100-.00 each. Plexiglass
for storm doors and windows and
combine cabs, 50 cents per
square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
& Merchandise, open 6 days a
week. Phone 901-587-2420.
D8C

Sell
Household
Goods

ROPE?

BEATLE BAILEY

FOR SALE

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky'
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for EFFICIENTY ROOM for girls. THREE BEDROOM double- 4:00 p.m.
D8C
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No Private entrance, carpet, central wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
monthly contract required. heat,and air. Phone 753Homes, South Beltline Highway, USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Superior Exterminating 2377.
Dl2C Paducah,Ky. Phone 443-6150.D9C Used Baldwin organ. Used
Company.Phone 753Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
7266.
Januaryl1C FIVE ROOM
Piano Company, across from
house, newly REAL ESTATE FOil SALE_
D8C
,decorated and carpeted. Also two BY OWNER: Brick house, close Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
2-bedroom trailers and one three to new high school, 3 bedrooms
bedroom trailer. All near college. and study, 2 baths, fireplace, SUZUKI, 1971 trail bike and
Phone 753-2748.
D12C central heat and air, patio, motorcycle trailer. Phone 7535514 after 3:30 p.m. or see at Don
modern kitchen with all conAVAILABLE JANUARY 1, one veniences. Phone 753-9174 or 753- & Donna's Grocery, Highway 94
D12C
bedroom furnished apartment, 5076 after 9:30 p.m. for ap- East.
electric heat and air conditioned. pointment.
DI1C
ROYAL ELECTRIC typewriter,
Water and garbage pick up paid.
standard model with long
Recently remodeled. Girls or BY
OWNER: Three bedroom carriage. Good. condition, $85.00.
couple. No pets please. Phone brick home, two
baths, living- Phone 753-1566.
D8P
753-8611.
D8C dining room combination,
kitchen-family room combination,
AKC DACHSHUND puppies, 9
NEW THREE bedroom brick
central heat and air, carpeted, weeks old. Excellent pets or
apartment, carpet, central heat
kitchen appliances, stainless show. Will hold for
and air, range, disposal, washer
Christmas.
steel sink and food disposal, Phone 762-4517 or
and dryer hook up, large lot.
753-9537. • D8C
Drapes, patio with privacy
$150,00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC
screen chain link fence in back TWO ANTIQUE steamer
trunks.
yard with trees and shrubs. On Both in excellent condition.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, corner lot. Phone 753-9439. D13NC Phone 753-5699.
D8P
living room, kitchen, bathroom TWO
STORY brick Colonial
with shower and bath. One or two mansion on
THREE BIKE motorcycle
42 acres in Dukedom,
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Tenn. Over
trailer. Phone 753-5699.
D8P
l2 mile paved highments, South.c.141th Street, 753- way
frontage. Selling all or part.
DeCemberl4C
8609.
THREE PONYS for sale. Phone
$27,500.00. Phone 502-468753-7502 after 6:00p.m.
D8P
5416.
D7P

OBIJU -- TAKE THE RAFT
ACROSS THE
PLEASE,
RIVER W/TH
CAN I GC
REX AND
WITH YOU
DEVIL.
ON THE

Alge/
2/7

FOR SALE

FURS

THE PHANTOM

TINE(

FOR RENT

7534916

WANT TO BUY used English DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms, all 10 SPEED Schwinn Varsity,
electric, 3 miles from Murray. excellent shape. Beautiful
saddle, I.isa Outland, 753D8C Phone 753-7856 or 753-5998. D7C Christmas present. All Schwinn's
5103.
safety features, lock included.
D13C
WANT TO BUY hay or baled oats THREE BEDROOM brick house, Phone 753-6621.
and yellow ear corn. Phone 753- electric heat, fireplace, large
D8C carport. On Kentucky Lake- VA LOANS,no down payment for
2401.
Blood River area. Phone 436qualified veteran. 12 years to
2427
D7C pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
NICE TWO bedroom trailer, Bank financing on spot. Bill's
carpeted, has washer. If in- Mobile Homes, 3900 South
BOUGHT WEEKLY
terested phone 753-1236 or 753- Helaine Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
Monday through Friday at
3184.
D7C 443-6150.
D9C
my home on Highway 641, 3
miles south of Murray.
ONE BEDROOM efficiency 500 BALES wheat straw, 50 cents
apartment, furnished. Available per bale. Clean wheat straw.
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER January 1. Phone 753-6564. D7C Clovis and Jackie Byerly, 753D9P
4733,on Pottertown Road.
Phone 753-3375
FURNISHED FOUR room house
with bath, newly decorated. HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
blue
WANT TO BUY old furniture, Married couple only, with one or Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's
attic junk, or anything of value. two small chaidren. $65.00 per super! Rent electric shampooer
D7C $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
December28C month. Phone 753-6166.
Phone 436-2135.
Center.
D9C
WANT TO BUY good used
NICE TWO bedroom trailer with
bicycle built for two. Call 753-4395
hurricane straps, 10'x20' awning REDUCED TO $85.00. Conafter 5:00 p.m.
D9C porch.
Phone 753-4770 or 436-5812 temporary walnut cabinet stereo,
after 6:00 p.m.
D8C with AM-FM radio. Phone 753PEST CONTROL
3307 after 5:00 p.m.
D9C

se From
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GALOMEY IS
15HE BETTER
THE LAST
)
BE. LIVIN'-OR
LIVING HA MMUS
vey‘4,KDN'T BE,
A LABAMMUS
McGLUTTON

Sell
Your
Business

NEWLY DECORATED modern 13Y OWNER; four bedroom
two bedroom house, large living ,home, with large den, large
room, kitchen-dining space with private patio, large utility room,
plenty cabinets, outlet for maple cabinets, dishwasher,
automatic washer-dryer, central garbage disposaL Close to Carter
oil heat, 2 car garage with and Middle Schools. Priced to
workshop and large utility sell. Bank loan available to right
building. Available now. Family person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
D9C 753-6342 nights.
only. Phone 489-2405.
TFC

HANDMADE BARBIE and Kerrr"
doll clothes, price 50 cents to
$2.00. Excellent Christmas
presents. Phone 753-7422 after
5:00p,rti.
D8C

TWO BEDROOM home on three
acres of ground on blacktop road
FIVE ROOM house, six miles
and water line, near Olive in
north of Murray. Large rooms.
Marshall County. Phone 354-3665
Redecorated. $70.00 per month.
or 354-8294.
D8P
Phone 753-9485.
DI1C

POOL TABLE and portable
typewriter. Both in excellent
condition. Phone 753-7737.
D9C

FOR RENT

HANDMADE QUILTS, new,
quilted this year, Phone 7538344.
D12C

RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday,
December 9, 1972. Clothing,
FOUR BEDROOM ranch style furniture and glassware, at 427
house, $16,000.00. Phone Robert South 8th Street.
D9C
N. Butler, 753-8590.
D19P

Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
If interested contact
Western Dark
Fired
Tobac_t_a_Ecifs wens
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Tels. 753-3341-3342.

TWO SLEDS and one tobaggon.
ONE ACRE lot, 7 miles from Must sell. Like new. Phone 767town at Harris,Crove. Has water, 2457.
DI3P
septic tank and light pole. Phone
D12C
435-5715.
REFRIGERATOR, 104 Into camera,26" boy's bike,
163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel coffee table, upholstered chair, 2
tiiiibef; TOtiAt-en tam-stock arid painted --Canvas -pictures.
barn, rental house, pasture, and Call 753-7954.
D9P
crop land, dark fire tobacco, corn
base, only $26,000, call owner, ZENITH
TELEVISION, black
Mayfield 247-7132 Or 247-1285. TFC and white, 217
screen, $35.00.
ITC
Phone_753-9992.
APARTMENT FOR 2 girls, air
conditioned, furnished. Partial
FOR SALE
NICE WALNUT dining room
utilities paid. Phone 753-9741. D8C
suite, includes 50" buffet and
hutch, oval table with two leafs
THREE BEDROOM house, plus
and 8 chairs. Phone 435-5821. D9P
garage apartment for, 2 college
students. Both 'available now.
SHALLOW WELL jet water
ON KY. LAKE
Phone 753-3040 or 762-2701. D12C
pump. Phone 753-7948.
D9P
Right on Water Edge
Water on Three Sides
23" TELEVISION, black and
NEATLY FURNISHED one
Fireplace
white, cabinet model. Good
bedroom apartment. Married
Air Condition
condition. $50.00. Phone 753Available
couple or single.
Electric Heat
1313.
D9C
December 20. May be seen at
Two Bedroom
Kelly's Pest Control, located 100
Large Den, furnished
TWIN BED, IConspletel, $7.50.
D9C
South 13th Street.
Must See to Appreciate
Full bedstead, $5.00. Four oak
chairs, $7.50. Dresser, $2.50.
Priced to Sell
NICE THREE bedroom brick
Small refrigerator, $30.00. Phone
Phone 753-1833
house with carpet and gas heat.
753-5921.
1TP
After 5:30 p.m.
P2 miles from University on 94
west. Phone 753-5544.
D9C
RAY HARM Prints; Great
horned owl, wild turkey, Ken-FURNISHED APART_M_ENT ANTIQUE BRICK two level
towhee,
_tacky
warbler,
electric heat, $40.00 per month. Wort:lc-walkout basement;meadowlark, dove,- American
large
two
baths,
bedrooms,
Phone 436-2323 after 5:00 p.m. 1)9
family room, garage, paved eagle, road runner, ground
drive, trees and shrubs. squirrel. Phone Mayfield 247-3838
or 247-3397.
09P
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x42', nice. Available February. Phone 753D9C
Near university. Phone 753-3482 8731.
KODAK 3.5mrn No. 75 automatic
or 753-3895.
-D9C
electric eye control camera, F2.8
WANTED TO RENT,
fast lens, with carrying case and
Excellent
30'x50' BUILDING for auto work WANT TO RENT efficiency flash attachment.
Complete with hoist and air apartment or light housekeeping condition. Also standard Smith
compressor and gas heat: Ex- room near the university for two corona typewriter, in good
cellent location, Phone 753girls for the second semester. operating condition. Phone 7535924 or 753-1681.
Dl3C
Phone 436-5503.
3018.
D9C
•

Beautiful
Cabin
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,
ONE SET tandem trailer axles
both axles with electric brakes
and 10 ply tires. One refrigerator
and two dinette sets. Phone 753D7C
7179 after 5:00 p.m.

Nobody Knows

EALTORG
TUCKERMULRTIP
LE LISTIN
Phone 753-4342

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

home phone
Ron Talent
C Bailey Hendricks.

Associates
753-4910
753-8958

753-1607
753-7638

LAKE PROPERTY
CITY HOMES
ADDRESS NOTICE-Buy
GIVE SANTA A CHANGE OF
for only $25,000 and be
home
bath
1L-2
om,
bedro
3
y
this lovel
to cheer you the year
y
Plent
tmas.
Chris
e
there long befor
ts, range and oven,
carpe
air,
and
round with central heat
ng for you. Beat
waiti
all
ries
refrigerator. washer and drape
.
lovely
this
to
rush
- the Christmas

30" HOLIDAY Tappan gas range
with vista chart, vistalite and
timer. Used very little and in
perfect condition. Phone 489-2306
D7C
after 6:00 p.m.
PIANO IN storage. Beautiful
spinet-console stored locally.
Reported like new. Responsible
party can take at big saving on
low payment balance. Write
Joplin Piano- Inc., Joplin,
D7P
Missouri 64801.

es-boatdockWATERFRONT CABIN with all the goodi
It has built in
fireplace, great view-best fishing on the lake.
.
range, refrigerator, water system, 119' of water front Must
see to appreciate!

RKING TO SELL this 3
WE'RE SANTA'S HELPERS-WO
St. Buy it for only $8000,
llth
S.
405
at
home
e
bedroom fram
neat little home.
real
a
have
will
add a little paint and you
NG IN THIS LITTLE 1L2
YOU WILL LIKE THE DECORATI
to downtown. Three
Close
St.
6th
story frame home on
ded for only $12,800. Call
bedrooms,carpets, drapes - all inclu
for appointment.
DN'T BRING YOU a
WHY WAIT FOR SANTA. HE COUL
in living room, range
lace
Firep
.
home
om
bedro
prettier 2
en. You will like this
kitch
ess
spotl
in
and refrigerator stays
home.
BEDROOM frame home on
$16,500 WILL BUY YOU THIS 3
has range and oven, and
en
kitch
a quiet street. Attractive
closets. Fenced in back
disposal. Carpets, drapes and lots of
.
today
Look
e.
pictur
etes
yard compl

HOMES OUTSIDE THE CITY

DINING TABLE with extra leaf,
formica top, 6 chairs: Smith
portable
electric
Corona
typewriter: Underwood manual
typewriter, long carriage, newly
reconditioned. Phone 7539381.

price. 3 bedroom
GROVE HEIGHTS. GOOD HOME, good
and windows,
doors
m
Stor
n.
visio
subdi
iiice
real
brick in
area to raise
Ideal
lot.
large
and
rt,
carpets, drapes, carpo
children.
I kWELY COMFORTABLE HOME with room for a horse or
chickens. This white brick 3 bedroom home has 5 acres of
land included in the excellent price of $21,500. House was
built in 1966 by fellow who planned to live there permanently.
Has real nice kitchen and den. Your family will like living
here. It is only about 4 miles from Kentucky Lake.

A DEED IN YOUR
IF YOU HURRY YOU CAN PUT
e overlooking big
fram
om
bedro
3
new
this
to
STOCKING
dining room, 1 1-2
res
featu
Home
trees
backyard with large
but Tucker's do
else
where
No
baths and very pretty carpets.
0.
$17,50
at
y
tunit
oppor
an
such
you have
ENT LOAN for
THIS 3 BEDROOM BRICK HAS 5k4 PERC
shopping list by
your
ete
Compl
d.
ferre
trans
be
can
that
$9400
only 14 shopping
is
25th
-the
delay
Don't
us.
with
checking
days away. Total cost of home $18,500.
AND THINK of the
PAUSE IN YOUR CHRISTMAS RUSH
will give your
home
brick
om
bedro
3
lasting joy this choice
nt ceiling heat and
family. Nice carpets, lovely drapes, radia
nts of $89. Even
transferable loan with monthly payme
buy of a lifetime."
the
is
"this
0,
$19,00
at
Scrooge would say
TWO STORY,
ONE OF MURRAY'S OUTSTANDING
with trees-4
lot
nic
s-sce
home
ated
decor
professionally
the kitchen,
in
es
nienc
conve
all
,
bedrooms. 3 complete baths
, shown by appatio, circle driveway-well landscaped
pointment only.
ORNAMENT on this front door,
HANG YOUR CHRISTMAS
oms, 2
Kirkwood Drive. Three bedro
already painted red on
ving
andli
lace
firep
large den with
full baths, large, large,
, plus two car
house
the
d
behin
room. Extra storage space
carport.
home
EY - - Two story brick
COLONIAL CHARM ON DUDL
, dining
room
living
large
,
baths
with four bedrooms. 2',2
s to
and two car garage. Need
room, kitchen with everything
.
ciate
appre
be seen to really
-.TWO. Bring your wife,--it
FOUR EYES ARE BEI ER THAN
3 bedroom, 2 bath, large
new
brand
A
.
has all the eye wants
e and you can be in by
garag
car
fully equipped kitchen, a 2
.
Christmas. It's on South 9th Street
, refrigerator, dishwasher,
WANT EVERYTHING? Range
an almost new 3 bedroom
nompactor, washer and dryer, plus
2 baths, and plenty of
ace,
firepl
a
has
that
brick with den
we'll take you to
and
call
a
us
,loset space. Then give
Sherwood Forest.
to show you this lovely 3
IT'S FREE!!! Our time that is,
It's a quality home on one
t.
bedroom brick in Sherwood Fores
all the extra's too, so if
has
It
town.
in
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est
of the pretti
, don't let someone else
home
new
a
for
t
you're in the marke
e.
buy it before you have a chanc
E with extra income
LARGE HOME ON LOCUST DRIV
oms and two baths, large
bedro
four
has
house
Main
feature.
ment has kitchen, one
living room and kitchen. Apart
ct for the parent that
perfe
,
room
bedroom and large living
tigate this value!
Inves
with.
not
but
close,
live
to
needs
TED in quite surrounFOUR BEDROOM BRICK, LOCA
irs - - ideal for boys
upsta
dings. Two well planned bedrooms
with fireplace,
room
y
Famil
bath.
large
extra
who need an
in the kitchen.
ge
stora
y
plent
and
room
living room, dining
.
All this located on Broad Street
MAKE IT SO, but if
SAYING IT'S A BARGAIN DOESN'T
see one! Where else will
you'll
nt,
Belmo
1509
by
drive
you'll
well landscaped lawn, a
you find a beautiful home with a
3 bedrooms, 1 17 baths
air,
and
heat
al
fenced backyard, centr
quality home for less than $21,000?
SEE THE HOME YOU'VE
DRIVE BY THiS CORNER AND
t is the location of this
Stree
ALWAYS WANTED! 1500 Henry
family room, a nice
ed
panel
with
brick
om
bedro
delightful 3
Compare this to
lot.
d
woode
a
on
and
patio with a gas grill
homes for 925.000.

charming .home on Dudley
THE UNIQUELY DIFFERENT
, large living area, fully
baths
full
2
Drive offers.3 bedrooms,
eating area, and a 2 car
equipped kitchen with separate
charm, convenience, yet
garage. For the person that wants
and we'll look this one
call
rent,
diffe
the touch of something
over

* Sale Starts Friday *

DRESS SHOES
Reg.
dose-°t1i $297 pr.
'7.97
MEN'S

COMMERCIAL & INCOME
income! Good price! 9
MANY APARTMENTS! Lots of
Students love them.
shed.
furni
and
d
rente
all
,
apartments
renters. You will
for
list
ng
waiti
a
Nothing unusual to have
me each month. Come
love them too when you count your inco
ional information about
by the office at 502 Maple for addit
this property.
6th St. Lot is 100 x 185
COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON North
type heat. One of the
tor
radia
water
hot
with
brick
Building is
Interior walls are
get.
can
you
best heating systems
0. Look it over,
$29,00
for
t
plastered. This can be bough
then buy it and count
ing,
build
of
cost
s
today
with
compare
for so little.
your good fortunes for getting so much

2 years old. Brick, with
DUPLEX ON WISWELL ROAD only
2 bedrooms, modern
air,
and
heat
al
Centr
p.
upkee
little or no
doors and winstorm
ts,
carpe
s,
range
in
kitchen with built
are paved
ways
Drive
times
nt
dows, and rented at the prese
0.
$27,00
?
Price
.
shape
notch
top
in
is
and place

ACREAGE
just a
ADJOINS T.V.A. LAND-AI.I. WOODED-30 ACRES
t.
retrea
ded
a
seclu
for
Great
Oaks.
Little
from
nce
dista
short
Can be bought right.
HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED A SMALL FARM but have
never found the right one? Then take a look at this 40 acre
farm about 212 miles north of Kirksey has about 25 acres
on 2
tillable land. Creek flows through property. New fence
a
It's
gs.
ildin
al
outbu
and
sever
well,
,
house
old
sides. Has
steal at only $8,500.00.
Roth timber and bottom
85 ACRES-In the Backusburg area.
d.
price
well
is
farm
This
land.
land-available
100 ACRES OF tillable land-strictly top farm
now.
18 ACRES-200 feet outside citystinits. Approximately 350 ft.
road frontage. ('all for appointent to see this excellent
location.
CYPRESS CREEK area - 15 acres on paved road_near
Kentucky Lake-$2,500.
way County loaded with
75 ACRES IN Southeastern Callo
trees. Excellent price.
own hog
INVEST IN this excellent location to have your
20 acres
farm, near Pottertown on blacktop. 52 acres in total.
hogs.
ng
raisi
d
for
tione
condi

LOTS
- Sherwood
CHAPEL.HILL - Gatesborough - Kingswood
Bluff Shores Forrest - Dudley Street - Richland - Pine
.
Panorama - Lakeway Shores - Cypress Creek

,

One

DRESS BOOTS

Both

Reg.

527.97

, e.OLli $497
pr.
11.97-518" 0°°-

Zipper Side
Special Sale$ 1

697

SPECIAL SALE on

Western Boots

Reg.
16.97 Close•°us

$997

Shoes

Foot Support
Reg.
997
$1
-ut
s
$37.97 doseC

Wing Tip Shoes
Reg.
520.97

Reg. s7.97$0100to
$1497
to '27.97 v
We Have 15 Styles of
Halter Boots

• Uni-lc

$ 1 597

• H78xl

Reg. 520.97

$1

597

• Air co
• Tinte(

Reg. 20.97

$ 1 497

Reg. 139.97

$2497

Reg. '31.97

$2 1 97

Minnetonka

MOCCASINS

Shoes lk Boots

• Dual
• Power
• Three• Powei

Reg. '21.97

$ 1 497
WORK

Indoor and Outdoor
Men & Women Hard & Soft Soles
High & Low Top Boots
iot
$647 t° $
c
SPeSale

Two - 3
light blui
0
ON
tr

1697

Vernon's Shoes
607 South 4th Street - Across from KN Root Beer

641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish
tanks, supplies, fish and birds,
toy Poodle puppies and Cockers.
Phone 753-1862 or 753December23C
9457.

23" TELEVISION, black and
white in console. Good condition,
$40.00. 1702 Ryan, phone 753D7P
2974.

Gourmet food at Piggy Bank
Prices 10 a.m to 2 p.m
Monday thru Friday. Meat, 3
vegetables and roll. S1.1S,

Triangle Inn

CALL
ments.
APARTMENT HOUSE WITH 3 furnished apart
building your
Monthly income of $195.00 per month. Start
estate now. Can be yours for $15,000.

SEVI

1 4"

Reg.

GRANDMOTHER'S CLOCK,
solid cherry with fruitwood
finish, 6 months old. Phone 753D7C
3896.
8' WOOD overhead garage door
with hardware and glass, $12.50.
Also I3eveledge mirror. 3'x4',
perfect condition. Phone 753D7P
4889.

Reg. Specia.1
Sale $
520.97

DRESS SHOES

1963 CHEVROLET body, no
motor or transmission, $175.00.
Also 327 motor in perfect shape,
$225.00. Across from Bunny
D7C
Bread. 753-8428.

Price

Harness Boots

BOY'S

SCHUI.T MOBILE home, fully
furnished, with washer, dryer
and air conditioner. Located in
Fox Meadows. Phone 753-4001
D7C
after 6:00 p.m.

home with
EAST "Y" MANOR. Beautiful 3 bedroom brick
large lot
lots of extras. Built to live in and enjoy. Located on a
for only
yours
be
can
home
neat
This
old.
2
years
and only
.
$19,500. Start the New Year right in your own home

FOR SALE

CLOSE-OUTSALE

LIGHT GREEN velour chair
(Fairfield), oatmeal tweed,
72"
sofa,
contemporary
with
et
cabin
oak
old
,
hler)
(Kroe
glass doors, painted 4'x3'
bookshelf, ladder back chair, 3
piece dark pine bedroom suite,
pegged and carved. All good
quality. Moving, must sell. Other
items also. Phone Fran Levinson
b7C
753-3538.

brick
4 MILES WEST OF MURRAY. Adorable 3 bedroom
very
s,
drape
ts,
carpe
den,
g,
l
dinin
,
home with 2 baths forma
dishwasher, disposal,
modern kitchen with stove,
3 years old.
refrigerator. Located on 1 acre of land and only
0.
$26,90
at
deal
a
good
This home is truly

FOR SALE

Introductory

1972 YAMAHA, 175 Enduro.
Excellent condition. Phone 7674463, if no answer phone 753D11P
3219.

MEMBER OF

Ca
753AUTOS F

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

D!!
LOOKING AHEA
Murray Like

Call

PAGE THIRTEI

'53 4953

The SILENT GUARD II

SEARS BEST 4-PLY
NON -BELTED TIRE

2..3040

Ow. 13. SC
ea •. ,a•

Pc

23"PHILCO TV., black and
white. In good condition. Phone
D7C
753-6051.
FOUR STEEL wagon wheels, in
good condition. Phone 492D7C
8374.

ONE KING size bed, one chest of
drawers, 2-17" Chevrolet truck
wheels, 2-14" wheels and G78
tires, 6 piece fire alarm
snow
SearS COT01011 Soles 9ffiCII
D7P
system. Phone 436-22.59.
Murray, Y

Sot of 4 tires starts as low as 540.60
plus 51.61 F.E. T. per tiro for Sears
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 size.

I

Southside Shopping Center

About Our

TWO YEAR old English setter
LABRADOR RETRIEVER, four
dog,
bird
old
month
Six
old.
all bird dog, registered. Phone 436years
TERS-SEARS
D11C
p.m.
Aluminum Sheets registered. Phone 753-1208. D8P GUT
aluminum seamless gutters 5672 after 6:00
our
by
home
your
installed on
LAYAWAY FOR Christmas. factory on wheels. Phone Larry IRISH SETTER pup, 7 weeks old.
each
office
and
Living room, den
Lyles at 753-2310 for free Can be AKC registered, $25.00.
furniture, Early American, estimate.
D7C
D14C Phone 436-2437.
The Ledger & Times
modern, Spanish colors to choose
from. Full size recliners from
103 N. 4th Street
$59.95 and up. Hi-back swivel
Murray, Ky.
rockers,orushed velvet, nylon
and vinyl. Maple Spanish dining
1916
Phone 753room suites with hutch and buffet
to match, 5 and 7 piece, bronze,
iron,
CHRISTMAS TREES: Flocked, chrome and wrought
oak.
in
,
suites
Shop
om
bedro
ong
es,
Birds
dinett
etc.
painted,
on, maple and pecan. Maple bunk
behind Mo-Go Service Stati
City beds. Good selection in tables.
641 North, one mile from
D7P Pole and tree lights. Cedar chest,
limits.
for that Special Man?
Credenzas and 110 electric
and
ture
Magic heaters. Carraway Furni
ELECTRIC STOVE, 36"
Coldspot Appliance, 105 North 3rd Street,
Chef, harvest gold.
D8C
dish- Murray. Phone 753-1502.
refrigerator. Frigidaire
5-00
after
66
437-47
e
Phon
washer.
D7P GARAGE SALE, 1607 Farmer
p.m.
Avenue, Friday and Saturday,
DINETTE SET, 4-piece bedroom 10:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Early
, American couch, nice bed, etc.
set, baby's playpen, swing
r- D8C
jumpe
,
chair
high
,
bassinette
walker, air conditioner and 1970
Yamaha 250 CC. Call 753BOAT slips will be
N9C COVERED
9280.
available at new .dock and
a to be constructed on Lake
PUPPIES, marin
CHRISTMAS
at Dover, Tenn. Starting
ey
Barkl
and
Registered Saint Bernards
15, 1972. For admber
Dece
Reserve
miniature Schnauzers.
al information write Dink's
dition
Ken-Ayre
years now. Melody
a, Dover. Term.
phone 901- BDock & Marin
nels. Buchanan,Tenn..
D7P
D7C
247-3345.

Corner
FOR

vermemmei

3

25'

Christmas
Shopping

Shop

The College Shop
for Clothing, Shoes, etc.

Plus Many, Many Gift Items
* Free Gift Wrapping

* Free Parking

'

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age ((
For Further Information

Phone 489-2161

After 5:00 p.m.

Bank Americard

RANXAMERICARD

Welcome!

The College Shop
Across from MSU library

•

Phone 753-3242

t/

CHEI

Dur

Uncle lei

TWO STEP
picture wii
bedroom chai
All like net
Farris, 17091
4537.

RICE TIRE:
683-3949.

Itunnin
Gifts?

THI

MBER 7, 1972

•
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Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified

A d 75C3a:1916

••••••

SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FINAL CLEARANCE
OF NEW 1972 CARS
Prices Reduced To Make Them Sell
oots
14
•OTS
$1 697
on

Boots
15
15
14
.2497
21 97
ka

INS
tdoor
& Soft Soles
Boots

SEVEN (7) OF THESE AUTOMOBILES IN STOCK!!
TWO (2) 1972 FORD Country Sedan
Station Wagons
One White with Red Vinyl Interior
One Medium Green Metallic with Green Vinyl Interior
Both Vehicles Have Identical Equipment and Options
• Dual facing rear seats
• Power Steering
• Three-way magic tailgate
• Power ventilation
• Uni-lock restraint system

FOUR (4) 1972 PINTO CARS
Two - 3 Door Runabouts -One(1)Grabber blue and one (1)
light blue, with automtic transmission and air conditioning.
One 2 Door Sedan, Medium tan with 4 speed
manual transmission.
ONE 2 DOOR SEDAN, White with 4 speed manual
transmission, air conditioning and vinyl roof.
All of These Pinto Cars Have 2000 cc Engines
• Accent Group • WSW Tires • Wheel Covers
• Radios • Front Disc Brakes

-s
TV., black and
ood condition. Phone
D7C

Corner of 7th & Main
FOR SALE

size bed, one chest of
-17" Chevrolet truck
4" wheels and G78
6 piece fire alarm
one 436-2259.
D7P

ER pup, 7 weeks old.
KC registered, $25.00.
2437.
D7C

Just Arrived!

3 TABLES IN 1
* Bumper Pool Table
* Card Table
* Dining Table
— Ideal for Trailers —
- --We _Also Have In_Stock
0,
,SLATE BED REGULATION
POOL TABLES
CHECK WITH US FOR THOSE SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS GIFTS!!

Dunn's TV, Furniture
and Appliance

Shop
C.
Items

TWO STEP end tables, one
picture window lamp, two
bedroom chairs, vanity with sink.
All like new. Contact Homer
Farris, 1709 Ryan Ave.,753ü
D7C
4537.

Phone 753-3037

FINEST IN FM stereo reception.
10 static free FM stations are
available for your listening
pleasure. For more information
call Murray CablevisiOn 753December14C
5005.

COMPLETE SET of new Michlin
RICE TIRES, 18.4-26. Phone 502- radial tires for Volkswagen.D8P Phone 767-4461.
683-3949.
D8C

Running out of ideas for those unique Christmas
Gifts?

Aurora, Ky.,

Open at Noon on Sunday
-Bathroom Accessories

Welcome!

-Wooden ware
- Jewelry
f.

-1973 Calendar Towels
-Toys for ('hildren
-Novelties

Phone 753-3242

MIN

•,01

„MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

307 N. 4th

- Stocking Stuffers

waaaati,FREE GIFT WRAP

NOTICE

41
• ••••

•bill.1E00ON

Credit Bureau

7534091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
RADIO REPAIR

of

Murray

GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job te,,
big or too small. Call for estimate
436-2159, Jim.
January4P

Is No Way

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
ielay lets bugs have their
TFC
way."
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
December 9, 1:00 p.m., rain or
shine at the late Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Metzger home, 1605 Kirkwood Drive, off South 16th Street
from sign, Murray, Kentucky.
Will sell Frigidaire-coppertone
washer and dryer, stove and
refrigerators, TV., maple
bedroom suite, odd mattresses,
two couches, lots of good books
EnNational
Geographic
cyclopedia, large amount of
inside and outside Christmas
decorations, large doll house with
beds, high chair and other pieces.
Bronze horse lamp, desk lamp,
record player, linens and
spreads, dishes, cooking utensils,
also riding Wizard mower,
rotisserie barbecue grill. Will
have dozens of Christmas gift
items, such as egg and butter
crocks, dated 1885, lamps from
Paschall Truck Lines ( damaged
cartons and other items. This
beautiful home for sale privately.
Douglas Shoemaker, Associate
Shoemaker
Auction
and
Livestock Company, in charge of
sale. Not responsible in case of
accidents. Phone 753-3375. 118Ct

/1-7

"'et OM —AN gr.rysowrod
ion Reg U
0 1972 by unded fbabe. SnrbdKaree 1•C

't SURE WE CAN AFFORD IT, DEAR. I'LL MANAGE TO FIND A -TAX LOOPHOLE OR"MG
NOTtCE

NOTICE

BIKES!!

Associated With

Merchants Credit
Association

—.JUST OPENED-

SPOKE & PEDAL
BICYCLE SHOP
South 12th Street Ph. 753-0388
Across from Johnson's Grocery
0

"The Only True Bike Shop
"
In This Area"
We Have
Raleigh Bikes from England
Favorit Bikes for Czechoslovakia

KY. LAKE LODGE
RESTAURANT
at Aurora, Kentucky

WILL BE OPEN
THROUGH DECEMBER
Serving . . . Fresh Kentucky Lake

Single Speeds also 3,5 and 10 speeds
We have a complete line of bikes and accessories
including his and her bikes.

AUCTION SALE, rain or shine,
Saturday, December 9, 10:00
STORE HOURS:
SEE US FOR COMPLETE
a.m. Auction House, Hazel, Ky.
9:30-8:00 Mon.-Sat.
This will be a good sale, local
1-5 Sundays
used furniture dealer going out of
Until Christmas
business, and we are selling his
merchandise along with other
merchandise. This is just a
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
partial listing. Duncan Phyfe
table and six chairs, oak dresser.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala two beds, end tables, rockers, coffee WILL BABY-SIT for infant in my PIANO
TUNING—Repairdoor hardtop, power steering, tables, electric heaters-I10 volt home,days. Phone 753-8531. D13C rebuilding. Prompt expert serbrakes and factory air. Phone and 220 volt Odd tables, maple
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
753-7476.
DIIC table and chairs, walnut table ODD JOBS done. Rake leaves, pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer.
and chairs, dinette set, kitchen wash windows, wax floors. Call Murray, Kentucky. Phone 7531966 PONTIAC LeMans,two door cabinet, buffet, electric and gas 753-7954. Reasonable rates. D9P 8911
Dece m ber28C
hardtop V8 automatic power cook stoves couch, glassware,,
brakes and steering, AM-FM junk boxes and lamps.
HAULING DONE; including
Lots of items too numerous to garbage in county. Lowest
radio, $600.00. Phone 753In
8780.
D7C mention.
prices. Also newspapers from
Wilson & Thompson Auction residences hauled free, if bun1971 MARK III, one owner. For Service in charge of sale. Wayne dled. Phone 753-7450.
D20C
Voice Studio of
more information phone 753-4032 Wilson Auctioneer, Charles
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. D7C Thompson, apprentice aucD9C
tioneer.
SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Country ham, 2 eggs, fried
1968 PLYMOUTH GTX 440, 4
-member MSU music
speed. Phone -753-7858.
potatoes, red eye gravy &
DI1P__
_ HELP_ _WANTED
hot biscuits.- 99 eeiaLs.._Here „ faculty
-e xperiented --teacher - and
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
or Go 7534953
1966 INTERNATIONAL 1'2 ton Murray area. Company car
' Abi.INN
performer
truck with grain bed, $900.00. furnished for business and
Lessons
now
being
Also 1962 Chevrolet, blue and pleasure. Group hospital and life
arranged
FREE
to
ESTIMATE
on
septic
tank
begin in
763$100.00.
Phone
white car,
insurance, retirement paid 100 installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
January.
D7P
2327.
per cent hy company. $8,000 to
For further information
$12,000 first year potential. Must WILL DO housecleaning. Phone
1969-427 CORVETTE coupe, have
previous sales experience 437-4604.
Call 753-9458
08('
yellow, 4 speed, side pipes, or
sales aptitude.Interviews will
$3,000.00. Phone 753-4057. DEP be
held any day after 5:00 p.m. or MAN WANTS part time job,
on Saturday if necessary. Call prefer from 4:00 to 10:00 p.m. YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service.
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect References furnished. Phone 489- We clean septic tanks, grease
Ott ALE
for appointment.
TFC 2371.
D8C traps, all kinds of waste
1965 Corvette Stingray,
disposals. Phone , Mayfield 247WANTED SOMEONE to help
metallic blue, 327-350 h.p.,
Decenther21C
7048.
WILL
have
BREAK
Also
horses.
clean cars. Phone 753-8039 or 7534-spd., AM-FM radio, great
8317.
DIIC for sale a pony cart. Phone Tony JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
shape. Best Offer accepted.
Turner,498-8588.
D7C Plumbing-electrital=roofing and
Call 753-4885 after 4:00 p.m.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TEXAS OIL Company has
TFC
opening in the Murray area. No
753-7625 nights.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
1967 CHEVROLET custom experience
necessary. Age not
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight shift, important. Good character a hoe work. Phone Rex Camp BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
TFC
753-5933.
low mileage. Phone Jerry Mc- must. We train. Air mail
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
A. F.
p.m.
Coy. 492
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
'
8837 or after 6:88
Dickerson, Pres.,'Southwestern
D12C
753-3045
TFC
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
Petroleum Corp., Ft. Worth,
Tex.
D9C

Catfish
Prime Steaks
Sea Foods
Country Ham
Fried Chicken
Plate Lunches

SALES and SERVICE

Private Lessons
Singing
Carl Rogers

•Papering
•Painting
•Canvas
•Ceiling Tile
etc.

THEN COME TO

THE HITCHING Phone 474-2286
POST Open 9:00-5:00 Weekdays

Shop

Iii

Phone 753-5273

FOR SALE

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

NOTICE

Anothar View 0

F014 THE finest FM stereo
to
subscribe
reception,
CableviAon. 10 static free FM
stations are available for your
listening pleasure. Call Murray
D14C
Cablevision 753-5005.

Parker Ford, Inc.

EL wagon wheels, in
ion. Phone 492D7C

R old English setter
egistered. Phone 436.00 p.m.
DI1C

• 400 CID-2V-8 cylinder engine

• H78x15 belted WSW tires • Power front disc brakes
• Air conditioner, Selectaire • Body side moulding with vinyl insert
• Tinted glass, complete
• Power tailgate lock • Wheel covers

.$1697
eer

• Selectshift Cruise-O-Matic Transmission
• Power Tailgate Window • AM radio
• Rocker and wheel lip mouldings
• Color keyed nylon carpeting

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST & FOUND

WANTED MALE to work at
Stella Feed Mill. Apply in person,
LOSf AKC registered Beagle, no phone calls please.
DSC
with Elbert Martin's name On
collar. Valuable- dog. Also lost MALE or FEMALE; positions
black cat with four white feet. open for full time day, full time
Both animals lost in the Russell night. Must be neat clean and 18.
Chapel community. Please call Apply in person 2:00-5:00 p.m.
ITC Monday, Tuesday and Wed436-5506 or 436-2458.
nesday to Mr. Dailey at Burger
D20C
Chef.
10 STATIC free FM stereo radio
stations that can be found by
FOR RENT OR LEASE
installing an FM outlet to your
existing cablevision installation. TWO BEDROOM house, furCall Murray Cablevision, 753- nished. Fireplace and dining
D14C TOMO.Phone 753-1387.
5005.
Dl3C

FREE
ESTIMATE

Bill Houghton
753-0961
5.

WM YOUR CHRISTMAS
PARTIES with us nowMany good dates to choose
from-U.S. 641 South 7534953
Triangle Inn

REWARD - $500.00. Young man,
33, married with family, seeking
employment in Murray area.
Born and raised in Murray. Must
be steady at reasonable wage.
Money will be paid to job accepted. All replys confidential
Write P.O. Box 145, Clawson
D9c
Mich.

and

Sandwiches
1000,00000000000000000P

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
No Bikini Sandwiches at the!,
Triangle All 13 sandwiches on our
menu are well dressed, this in
ludes our grilled cheese &
hamburger
as well as the
COsmopolitian SlimJim

Pianos

TRIANGLE INN

MUSIC

-Organs

See why more people buy
Wurlitrer than any 1101Xr
piano
Sales Service A en I
purchase Practice piano and
studios J&B Music Center,
Murray, Ky. 153 7575

Music Lessons
Professional leachers_ of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments. J & B Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 7531575

PIANO TUNING and repair.Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
Guild.
D12114C

NOTICE OF BOND SALE
The City of Murray, Kentucky,
will until 7 p.m., C.S.T., on
December 14, 1972, at the regular
meeting place of the Common
Council at the City Hall in
Murray, Kentucky, receive bids
on $1,060,000 of its Water and
Sewer Refunding Revenue Bonds
of 1972, dated October 1, 1972,
maturing on April 1, 1981 through
1994; redeemable on or after
April 1,-1080.
$1,091,000 103 percent). Good
faith check is $21,200. Usual taxexempt basis. Legal Opinion by
Rubin & Trautweie Louisville,
Kentucky, together with separate
legal opinion of Haynes & Miller,
Washington, D.C., as to compliance with the requirements for
tax-exempt bonds including the
"arbitrage rules" I of Section 103
of the Internal Revenue Code.
These Bonds are issued to
refund as of April 1, 1980, at a
lower aggregate interest cost, the
redeemable Bonds of a series of
Water and Sewer Revenue Bonds
previously _issued by the ('ounty.
Bid Forms, Circulars and
Official Terms and Conditions
may be obtained from the City
Clerk or from the Fiscal Agent,
Dupress & Company, Inc., 402
Security
Trust
Building,
Lexington, Kentucky 40507.
Signed) Stanford Andrus, City
1TC
Clerk.
GAMMA GAMMA Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi ...proudly' announces that they are receiving
appointments for Santa again
this year. If you would like Santa
Claus to visit your home or party,
call 753-2591 after 5:30 p.m. 09C.
THE RED Geranium Christmas
botique, located 2 miles West of
Barkley Lodge on Hwy.68 will be
open from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
daily for -these who wish to give
the most discriminating of gift4 D22NC-
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Ford Says No Special Session
Expected On Revenue Sharing

Outlook More Optimistic
For Harry Truman Today

KANSAS CITY (AP) — ForBut Ford's inemoranduni
nier President Harry S.
said it is not known yet how
Truman, fighting congested
much the state actually' will relungs and a weakened heart,
ceive annually from revenue
remained on the critical list
sharing, and that computation
today
but medical officials said
errors have been made on the
his condition was improved.
federal level.
A statement issued at 10 a.m.
The original estimate was
EST
by Research Hospital and
that $87.3 million altogether
Medical Center, where Truman
would be allocated to Kentucky
was taken late Tuesday, said:
in the first year. State govern"His age 188) and the potential
ment
gets
one-third
and
local
II II •
of sudden change require that
governments the remainder.
he continue to be described as
(Continued from Page I)
There are some reasons why
critical."
garments at the 1972 Kentucky communities might not receive
The statement said Truman's
State Fair 4-H Division.
their aid immediately and Ford
temperature, "somewhat conKeith, sort of Mr. and Mrs. said in those instances the state
trolled but fluctuating," peaked
Robert Overby of Murray, is an will hold the local share in
HOSPITALIZED — Former
at 102.8 at midnight. It added
honor roll student at Lynn trust, to be distributed later.
that
"the
major
concern
is
President
Harry S. Truman was
still
Grove Elementary School
For example, a community
CHRISTMAS TREE SALE—The Murray Optimist Club recently opened up its annual Christmas
heart failure."
admitted to Research Medical
where he is vice-president of his may not have filled out all the tree sale. Here some of the Optimist prepare the lot where the trees will
be sold. The trees will be sold
John Dreves, hospital public Center in Kansas City with
fifth grade class.
necessary data required in an on the Burger Queen lot on North 641.
relations
director, had reported what was described as
Mrs.
Margaret
Crawford, application.
Lubie Thurmond, retired
earlier that Truman's . vital pulmonary congestion. His
Keith's fourth grade teacher,
Ford said in any case no lobusinessman of Murray and
signs were stable.
condition was described as
had this to say about Keith. "As cal government is going to lose
Callowa) County, succumbed
a former teacher of Keith's, I any money—the shortage will
In response to queries about critical.
Wednesday at 12:15 p.m. at the
(AP Wirephoto)
found him to be a bright, young be made up with the state as a
(Continued from Page I)
Truman's sudden change in
Murray-Calloway County
boy
who
was
a
joy
to
teach.
condition
pipeline
Wednesda
He
directly'
night
or
y
from the
Hospital, He was 83 years of
Kennedy viewing areas, the 36al physician, as saying it was
is an honor roll student who is federal government.
when he was placed on the critage.
story
Saturn
5
rocket
"difficult to differentiate ...
lifted
always
eager
participat
to
e
in
One
question
ical
list,
the
raised
a.m.
10
medical
by
the
The deceased was in the coal
slowly, majestically from its
between induced sedation and
extra assignments and projects. committee was how the state
PARIS I AP; — Henry A. Kis- urb of Gif-sur-Yvette, the actand feed mill business on South
nest of concrete and steel, bulletin quoted doctors as say- actual unconsciousness or
He
is
singer
active in extra-curricular will invest the $29.1 million
and Le Due Tho re- ing U.S. delegate, Heyward IshSecond Street, Murray, for
climbing into a nearly clear, ing:
"There' was a dramatic coma."
forty-five years. The business is activities. Not only is Keith an which won't be spent until 1974. sumed their secret talks today am told the semipublic peace black Florida sky.
Mrs.
Clifton
Daniel,
excellent
shortly
student
after
he
is
an
a
leader
Bradshaw
American talks that prospects for peace
change in the lung and heart
said the methods
now operated by one of his sons,
For more than six minutes,
in games and sports, enjoying will be either through certifi- spokesman said there might be were brighter but added: "The
function characterized by a Trunian's only child, arrived at
Edwin Thurmond. He was a
the rocket's 2,200-foot tail of
the hospital shortly after midset- negotiating process has not yet
member of the Union Grove competition, but with a high cates of deposit netting up to 5 "disappointments and
flame burned away the dark- rapid heart rate of 120 and fall- night and went to the former
sense
of
air
backs"
play,
a
good
in
the
loser
pace
as 1-2 per cent interest or U. S.
of final reached its final conclusion."
Church of Christ.
ness and lighted the sand flats ing blood pressure, 80-60. He president's room on the sixth
well as a gracious winner. Keith Treasury notes.
peace negotiations.
became extremely short of
Nguyen
Minh
of
Vy
North
and
Atlantic beaches where the
floor, Truman's wife Bess also
is well-liked by his fellow
Before the private peace ses- Vietnam
breath and his kidneys were
For its inactive surplus cash,
Mr. Thurmond and his wife,
told the weekly meet- awed crowds watched.
kwas
at his bedside.
students.
He
has
lively
a
sense
sion
resumed in the Paris sub- ing that the .Saigon governonly minimally effective from 3
the state normally makes dethe former Ruby Miller, who
After orbiting earth for near- p.m.
Mrs. Daniel later told newsuntil
9:15
p.m.
when
survives, were married in 1916. of humor. He is courteous, posits in scores of banks
he
ment's objections to the draft ly three
men she has "great faith" her
hours, the astronauts responded
mannerly, and extremely around the
to medication."
They resided on South Second
state, obtaining an
Kissinger and Tho worked out re-ignited
father
the
will survive.
third
stage
of
honest
with
other
children
as average of only 4 per cent inTruman's wife and daughter
Street until moving to their
last month have "again pushed their
She said her father "is asleep
Saturday 5 rocket. The spent
most
the
of
night
at
present brick home on the well as with adults. I am sure terest.
his
the negotiations into a dead- powetful
... resting comfortably and
thrust sent them hurt- side
but left the hospital about
Ford said the problems
Coldwater Road, just west of Keith is an asset to 4-H Club
lock."
ling out of earth's gravity
breathing easily. He's a sqong
work
and
deserving
of the caused by inadequate and in6:15
a.m.,
hospital
the
said,
Murray. He was born in
Mrs.
Nguyen
Thi Binh of the grasp and put them firmly
Dr. Anita Lawson, assistant
man, and he's gotten' over
on with no scheduled time
Calloway County and was the Outstanding 4-H Boy Award." accurate data" "means that it professor of English
of reat Murray Viet Cong denied speculation in their way to the moon.
worse things. He is in serious
Young Overby is a member of will probably
turn announced.
son of the late Thomas Thurbe several State University, will be among the Paris press that a peace
About
condition but he has been behour
an
later,
at
Pep
the
5:20
Club
and
participat
ed in months before we will have a
Earlier
today,
mond and Ama Cochran
the
hospital
agreemen
t was imminent.
25 faculty members para.m. EST, the astronauts freed
fore."
the Murray' Park League good indication
said fluid in the former presiThurmond.
of how much ticipating in a Conferenc
Kissinger and Tho main- their
command
e
Truman was admitted to the
on
ship
;
baseball).
from
the
Keith
likes
these
the state will receive from revdent's lungs had diminished
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Community College Teaching tained their usual news black- third-stage rocket, which is
hospital late Tuesday. The iniand
that
Ruby' Thurmond, Murray Route characteristics in his friends— enue sharing."
doctors
were
optimisout
around their negotiations.
Dec. 8-9 at Pleasant Hill in
called the S48. The spacemen 1
tial diagnosis was pulmonary
tic about chances of removing
He also noted the use of the Shakertow
Two; two sons, Edwin Thur- understanding, easy' to get
But 'sham reported progress, turned
n.
congestio
their
cone-shaped
n. At that time, his
along
craft
with,
and
well-mann
ered federal money "is virtually unhim from the critical list,
mond, South 13th Street,
Mrs. Lawson is presented saying:
and linked its pointed nose with
condition was described as fair.
Wilson
Dr.
Murray, and James Thurmond, and polite. Keith dislikes people restricted" and thus "appro. teaching
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and Elvie Jones, all of this 1941, and brought the United of the Murray-Calloway County erator,and
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automobil
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accident,
e
according
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in greater,
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with on her arms and hands and lost a lot of blood.
grandchildren.
to hospital records
numbers each year.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ; AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford sent final
word to Kentucky's lawmakers
Wednesday that he does not intend to call a special session to
deal with federal revenue sharing.
The governor has taken that
stand informally. This time. Finance Commissioner Donald
Bradshaw relayed the word in
an appearance before the State

k,overrunent Committee.
The state is due to receive
$29.1 million in federal revenue
sharing money at the outset,
with the first payments due
sometime this week.
There has been some legislative sentiment for a special session to determine where the
money will be spent.
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By Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—
"Always the night before
Christmas we made molasses
pull candy and popcorn balls."
Mrs. Sarah Rose Greene,
postmaster at Bruin in Elliott
County, sat in her home and
talked about Christmas during
her childhood in a section of
Eastern Kentucky noted for its
rugged beauty.
"To make popcorn balls, we
popped lots of corn in the open
fire and boiled molasses in a big
iron skillet on the hearth," she
said. "It was sticky work, but
we loved it. When molasses was
cooked to make pull candy we
would go outside with a handful
of molasses and start pulling it,
sometimes using both hands
and sometimes pulling the
candy with another person until
it began to harden in the cold
night air."
Molasses taffy could be cut
while it still was mailable and
be ready to serve visitors
during the holidays. Sometimes
the taffy got so hard it has to be
cracked with a hammer into
bite size sections.
Another Christmas Eve
tradition in the home of Jeff
Rose and his wife, the former
Laura Flannery, was ,the
making of ice cream.
We were always happy with
cold weather as Christmas grew
near, for if ice hung from the
cliffs, the boys would carry
great chunks to the house to use
in making homemade ice cream
in a-- hand cranked freezer,"
Mrs. Rose said. "I was raised
near a top of the cliff that froze
ice for our Christmas dessert."
Any childhood Christmas in
the country'holds memories of
cold mornings on the big day
and that rush to inspect
stockings hanging from backs
of chairs.
Sarah Greene remembers
that in her parents' home at
Bruin the children pinned two
stockings together, then draped
them over a high-back chair.
We always had big peppermint sticks in our stockings,
an orange and apples. If we
were lucky the boys got pocket
knives and the girls rag dolls. I
got a china doll once and as I
recall it didn't last long."
Mrs. Greene has been postmaster since the death of her

husband John Greene in 1954.
He had served as postmaster
since 1934. The office, she explained, was established in 1250
when Bruin was part of Carter
County.
"After Elliott was made a
county in 1869, the office was in
Elliott," she said. ''The post
office has been in the Greene
family about half the tune since
it first began."
Mrs. Greene compared the
sparseness of holly today with
the abundance of Christmas
greenery when she was a child.
"Back then we could pick holly
branches with bright red
berries near our house. We used
pine to make wreaths and tied
clusters of big holly berries in
the pine."
Mrs. Greene was asked if her
family hung a pine wreath on
the door and her reply was,"
Yes, but on the indisde of the
door rather than outside.
Visitors were not so common
then and with the wreath inside
the family could enjoy it. We
always hung wreaths at all the
windows, too."
The children she remembered, were up first on
Christmas morning when the
big fire in the fireplace had not
been started and the house cold.
"After we examined our
stockings, we went back to bed
on thick featherbeds. When we
got up later, our parents had a
big fire going and the house was
warm. Relatives would be
coming in for dinner and we
children would start running
and playing."
My mother raised and sold
turkeys, so we usually had a
turkey and chicken for dinner.
There would be sweet potatoes
and pumpkin pie. Mother
always made a ginerbread
dried apple stack cake for
Christmas and a blackberry
cake. She beat egg whites to
make a white icing for the berry
cake and decorated the top with
cinnamon drops. How I loved
those red cinnamon drops."
Mrs. Greense said her
Christmas memories are happy
ones. She is busy six hours a day
in the post office and her spare
time is spent writing her
autobiography. She has 13
grandchildren and is never
happier than when her grandchildren and children are home
for the holidays.
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By U. Hortin
Fifty
years
ago—on
December 13, 1922, Dr. John
Wesley Carr was observing his
63rd birthday and Murray State
Normal School had just been
chartered by the legislature and
located in Murray.
There were rumors that the
new "normal" might not open
its doors.. if it did, it might not
last more than two weeks.. it
might not be able to certificate
teachers. Some weren't even
sure who would be the first
president.
Dr. Carr, associated with the
National Physical Education
Association in Washington,
D.C., came to Kentucky in 1920
and became state director of
physical education and hygiene.
The next year he was named
state high school superivsor
and served until September,
1922, when he was appointed
president of Murray Normal
School. This "appointment"
was scarcely a reality since
there was,so far, no college. On
July 23, 1923, he was again
elected president of Murray
State Normal School.
"We finally opened Murray
College for students on September 24, 1923," Dr. Carr
related in later years. "We
started with five teachers and
87 students in a part of the City
School building donated for that
purpose.Now 50 years later, Murray
State University with 7,000
students and 18,000 alumni is
celebrating its Golden Anniversary. Celebrants of this
anniversary will recall that
December 13 is the birthday of
Murray's First President—
John Wesley Carr, born Dec. 13,
1859. He died February 18, 1960,
two months after he was 100
years of age.
Little Johnny Carr was born
on a wintry day in 1859 in the
wooded hills of Lawrence
County, Indiana, about the time
that John Brown had been
captured at Harper's Ferry.
The Civil War had just ended
when Johnny Carr at the age of
7 trudged to a one room sparsely furnished country school.
The Hoosiers in Southern Indiana were still mourning the
death of Lincoln.
Johnny Carr liked the school
room and stayed in one school
or another for 87 years. In a,
"schoolroom" he was pupil, 17year-old Hoosier school-master,
principal,
superintendent.
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college
student,
college
president, dean, president
again, historian, and president
emeritus.
In 1953 at the age of 94, he
"took his vacation" and resided
thereafter in New York where
his sons had their homes. His
life as an educator "has been a
glorious adventure," he wrote
shortly before his death at the
age of 100.
"I was born on Goose Creek in
Indiana," he once related,
"went to school at Hard
Scrabble, learned to swim in
Fuss Creek, and tried to court
the girls of Snake Hollow."
At the age of 17 he taught his
first school—at Winters school
house in Greene Country, Indiana. He got $1.25 a day for the
five months' term.
When he was 19 he married
Rachel Ashcraft. She had been
one of the girls in the eighth
grade where he taught.
"Without her I couldn't have
made it," he often remarked.
She helped me carry water
from the spring up the hill to the
schoolhouse."
Of their four children, only
one son, Harry A. Carr is still
living. A retired New York
insurance executive and former
football player at Ohio State,
Mr. Harry Carr recently wrote
the author of this article that he
did not feel able to visit Murray
State during its Golden Anniversary: "Please excuse
errors in typing as I am 86 and
have arthritis and never was as
good speller..I was cum laude in
football, a skill my Dad never
admired in me. Dad would have
liked it better if I had been a
good student with just a 6100
scholarship rather than a full
football scholarship."
"Mr. Harry" thought that Dr.
John W. Carr II, a grandson,
might accept an invitation to
come to Murray State during its
anniversary. "He is a leading
psychiatrist with degrees from
Columbia, Princeton, Cornell,
and Harvard," he commented.
The other children of Dr. Carr
are deceased: Dr. Frank C.
Carr, Sr., Dr. Charles E. Carr,

and a daughter, Mrs. Anna
Louise Carr Holton. Dr. Carr's
first wife died in 1926. His
second wife, the former Mary
Moss, died in 1948.
Dr. Carr was a scholar, a
lover of poetry. "He was a real
'pro' and hardly had troubles
with faculty and students," his
on Harry recalls. Dr. Carr
received the AB and K MA from
Indiana University and the Ph.D. from New York University.
He did graduate study at
Columbia University.
He was school principal in
Philadelphia, and Bloomington
and Muncie, Ind. At Dayton,
Ohio, and Bayonne, N.Y., he
was superintendent of schools.
At Murray he was the "Grand
Old Man" whom everybody
loved. His delightful sense of
humor, his deep loyalty, and his
unquestioned integrity were
qualities that set him apart
from most men of his time He
loved to fish, quote poetry, read
books, and "stay on the job."
When Murray Normal opened
its doors with Dr. Carr as first
president, they sang the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" written
in 1861 when the little Hoosier
child was two years old. Dr.
Carr lived to repeat with misty
eyes the opening line of that
hymn that says "Mine Eyes
Have Seen the Glory"....the
Murray
glory of
State
University.
"God Bless Rainey T. Wells,"
he wrote this researcher in
referring to the illness of Dr.
Wells, founder of Murray State.

Carload Sale

Ceck

LA-Z-BOY
RECLINA- ROCKER:

Fabrific Now
Open In Uncle
Jeff Center
Fabrific Fabric Center is now
open for business in the Uncle
Jeff Shopping Center with Mrs.
Cozy McCuiston as manager.
The new firm boasts the
"newest in home sewing concepts" and will be open from
9:00 a.m. to 9:00 pin. Monday
through Saturday and 12:30 to
6:30 each Sunday.
The firm is part of a large
organization which has 550
stores over the United States,
beginning from one store in
Garland, Texas in 1968.
"I am pleased to be with
Fabrific Fabric Centers and to
be able to bring to Murray the
vast buying power that enables
our company to deal directly
with the country's largest mills,
buy at a low price, and pass the
savings on to our customers,"
Mrs. McCuiston said.
"We feel we can be of rear
service to a person who needs
guidance and to the seasoned
seamstress also," Mrs. McCuiston continued.
She pointed out that home
sewing today ranges as high as
one out of three women wearing
items they made themselves.
"This was once an economic
necessity," she continued, "but
now it is the choice of women
who want high style and quality
and find they can best meet
their needs by doing it themselves."
In addition to the complete
line of fabrics from the best
sources in the country and
notions,, the store will cater to
craft enthusiasts, she said.
Hometown people are employed in the store, Mrs. McCuiston said, because local
people will enjoy trading in a
store where the management
and employes are well known.
In addition to Mrs McCuiston,
the sto're perionnel will'be Mrs.
Evelyn Jones, Mrs. Dorthy
Smith, Mrs. Carol Light, and
Miss Terry Haberling.
—

After serving as president from
1923 to 1926, Dr. Carr resigned
and was succeeded by Dr.
Wells. From 1926 to 1933, Dr.
Wells was president. Then at
the age of 74, Dr. Carr accepted
the joint duties of president and
dean, serving until 1936 when
Dr. James H. Richmond'
became president. Dr. Wells,
founder and Dr. Carr, first
president, were a team in the
finest sense of the word—a team
of builders and statesmen.
Many "Firsts" in Murray's
history were established when
Dr. Carr was president: first
faculty, first student body,
library, orchestra, chorus,
football, baseball, basketball
(men's and women's), teaching
certificate, geography,
education, English, music and
others.
Under Dr. Carr's direction
the "Shield" was adopted as the
official insignia of Murray State
Normal School. The blue shield
with the three golden stars was
designed from the coat of arms
of the old Scottish family of the
House of Murray.
The city of Murray was
Dr. John Wesley Carr, Murray State's first president, is picnamed for Congressman John
L. Murray, whose grave is at tured here at his desk In the library, working on his "History of
Wadesboro, Ky. The three stars Murray State." The photograph was made some time before he
in the MSU Shield represent, took his "vacation," as be termed his retirement in 1953 as the
according to Dr, Carr, "hope, age of 94. Dr. Carr was born December 13, 1859, and died
endeavor and achievement." February 18, 1%0,two months aftsr his 100th birthday.
They, too, represent in many
Dr. Carr's home at 105 N. lith street is now the property of Mrs.
ways the life of Dr. John Wesley
G.C. Ashcroft. The late Prof. G.C. Ashcraft was the nephew of Dr.
Carr, whose birthday on
Carr's first wife. In his later years, Dr. Carr was cared for by
December 13 marks a milestone
Professor and Mrs. Ashcraft.
in the history of Murray State
and education in Kentucky.
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Another humane and useful
thing a gardener can do is set up
feeding stations to attract and
sustain birds that will help in
searching out -and destroying
insect eggs and hibernating
bugs.
A platform erected in some
sheltered spot and kept stocked
with table scraps, cracked corn,
or commercial -wild.bird sea:
and a piece of suet in a basket
made from chicken wire and
swung from a tree limb, will do
the trick. Don't start this bird
feeding, however, if you can't
keep it up. Birds soon learn to
depend upon this source of food
and may starve if it stops

Dr. H. C. Denham
Optometrist

Announces the

Opening

of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
1 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday
Closed All Day Thursday
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Brush-Up on Teeth Care
The last time you had a
h
lesson in cleaning your teet
was probably wheakyou
ugh
eno
weren't even quite tall
to reach the sink, right? Too
bad, say dentists. For most
adults don't even know how
y!
to clean their teeth correctldo
For instance, how oftewnthat
you brush? Do you kno
s
three or four short brushing
a day are practically useless.
hes
brus
on
pers
The average
only about 40 seconds, yet it
takes at least three full
minutes of
continuous brushing
for complete
cleaning and
stimulation of the
gums. And
most people
can go as
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brushing because itoorganis
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long for the
to regrow on the teeth.
a
Technique: Brush with on
short, choppy jiggling moti
—not an exaggerated scrub's
bing. Choose a brush that
not still.
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towel.
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convexity of the tooth,neig
hbackwards around the
boring tooth.
The hest way to show off
m
your teeth and make the
look whiter—glom your lips
with one of the new bright
lip rouges . . and smile, of
course!
-Jacks for jilts
.,
CHICAGO IUPI I -- Jack
a game favored by little girls.
has been entertaining children
since antiquity. according to
Britannica.
e Encyclopaedia
The game has been played
n
in all parts of the world, ofteof
with the knucklebones,
- •:'
ep irr other animals
o i remote
-"Mr
used a, jacks. rws
areas today children play thee
game with sumps and larg
seeds just es their prehistoric
ancestors did.
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New Social Security Law
Affects Widows' Checks
ted verrburetion
down.
a bunch,
the sedan
upe on the
twice the

If you're a widow and you get
social security checks, you've
probably heard that the new
Social Security Law affects the
amount of your checks,
beginning with the January
check due on February 3, 1973.
When social security benefits
were first provided for widows
by the Social Security Amendments of 1939, they were set at
75 percent of the worker's
retirement benefit. This amount
was based on the idea that a
widows should receive one-half
of the combined benefit which
would have been paid to her and
her husband had both been
entitled to benefits. Later, this
amount was increased to 82.5
percent, where it has remained
up to the present time.
The new rule considers the
widow's age at the time she
begins receiving checks. If she
was 65 or older at the time she
was first paid a widow's benefit,
her payment will be exactly the
same amount that would be
payable to her deceased
husband if he were alive and
retired. If she accepted widow's
payments before her 65th
birthday, the amount she gets is
determine by her age at the
time checks started. If she was
62 or younger, there will be
increase to !4.r under the new
Law. If she was between 62 and
65 at the time she first collected
as a widow, the amount that

the 280
(With a
just haptimes as
mg priced

iskimano‘i

would be payable to her retired
husband ( if he were alive) is
reduced by 19-40 of 1 per cent for
each month she gets a check
before her 65th birthday. The
widow's benefit will, thus,
range from 71.5 per cent of the
worker's benefit amount for
widows who start receiving
benefits at age 60 to 100 per cent
for those who start to receive
benefits at age 65.
So not all widows still get an
increase due to the new Social
Security law. If you are entitled to an increase, it will be
figured and paid automatically
on February 3, 1973. Nearly four
million widows and widowers
will be sharing in about $1.1
billion of additional benefits
each year.
A rule affecting widowers
also is included in the new
Social Security Law. New,
dependent widowers can qualify
for payments at age 60 rather
than having to wait until age 62.
Your local Social Security
office will be glad to answer
your questions about social
security for widows and
widowers. The phone number
for the Paducah office is 4437506.

MARINE CORPS
The U.S. Marine Corp was
authorized by the Continental
Congress on Nov. 10, 1775.
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GENTLE MOVE--Police gingerly move Chris Prevost, 13, and
his bicycle to a vehicle that carried him to a hospital. The Salina,
Kan. youth fell from his bike and a wing nut on the rear wheel
became embedded in his temple. The youth is in satisfactory
con4ition after surgery
(AP Wirepboto
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Kuhn Announces
New Plans For
Discount Store

Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
Groundbreaking Is Conducted
GAINESVILLE, ALA.—
Nationall attention is being
focused on this small Alabama
community ( population less
than 500) as plans are finalized
for the December 12 ground
breaking ceremonies signifying
the actual start of construction
on the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway.
More than twenty Governors,
Senators and Congressmen will
participate in the ceremonies at
the rural construction site.
Governor George C. Wallace,
who currently serves as
Chairman of the Five-State
Waterway Authority will activate a switch from the
speaker's platform which will
set off a dramatic and colorful
explosion in view of the several
thousands of spectators expected to attend.
Commenting
on
next
Tuesday's event, Governor
Wallace said "We have
received
a
tremendous
response from people all across
the nation which again
illustrates the national impact
and national importance of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee project.
The Corps of Engineers has
determined that 23 states will
share in the navigation benefits
with at least 55 per cent of the
economic returns accrusing to
states other than Alabama,
Mississippi and Tennessee."
The Governor continued "The
project will enhance our entire
regional economy. By the year,
2020, manufacturing employment should increase to
about 28,000. Payroll gain will
be approximately $494 million.
Our export expansion program
will be accelerated. With more
money put into circulation,
under-developed sections such
as the lower portion of the
Appalachian region will receive
far-reaching
economic
benefits." Governor Wallace
emphasized that the general
public is invited and encouraged to attend the ground
breaking ceremonies, saying "I
want to take this opportunity to
extend
to
the
citizens
throughout the Authority's 5state region of Alabama,
Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Mississippi an invitation to
be with us in Gainesville for this
historic event."
Col. Harry A. Griffith,
District Engineer, Mobile Corps
of Engineers, pointed out that
the initial construction at the
Gainesville Lock and Dam is a
navigation lock and approach
channel to be built by the Guy
H. James Construction Company of Oklahoma City at a cost
of $18,498,867. A follow-up
contract will provide for construction of
dam and appurtenant works. The total
federal cost of the waterway is
estimated at $465,00o,000 over a
ten-year period. Griffith noted
that the Gainesville project is

Doctor Develops Home Treatment that

RINSES AWAY BLACKHEADS
HELPS DRY UP ACNE-PIMPLES
—gm"
lop—

the lowermost structure in the
waterway connection.
In the 1850s Gainesville was a
thriving city of some four
thousand. Today its population
is less than 500, but its citizens
and leaders predict the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
will provide an immediate
economic stimulant which will
see Gainesville growing rapidly
in the very near future.
"Gainesville" said Glover
Wilkins. Administrat& of the
Tennessee—Tombigbee Waterway Development Authority,
"represents the type of
economic impact which the
waterway is going to provide
throughout the entire region.
We are delighted that so many
of our national lawmakers and
leading citizens from all walks
of life will be here on the actual
site where construction will
begin."
The Waterway was formally
dedicated on May 25, 1971, by
President Nixon in Mobile.
Under Secretary of the Army Kenneth E. BeLieu _will_ be the
principal speaker at the
Gainesville ceremonies.
Those already accepting the
invitation to attend the ground
breaking festivities include:
Kenneth E. BeLieu, Under
Secretary of the Army,
Washington; Lt. Gen. Frederick
Clark, Chief U.S. Army
Engineers, Washington; Hon.
George C. Wallace, Governor of
Alabama; Hon. Bill Waller,
Governor of Mississippi, ; Hon.
Wendell Ford, Governor of

Kentucky; Hon. Winfield Dunn,
Governor
of Tennessee;
Alabama Congressmen Tom
Bevil' and Walter Flowers, who
will be accompanied by his
Administrative Assistant Andrew Dearman; Mississippi
Senator John C. Stennis;
Mississippi Congressmen
Thomas G. Abernethy, Charles
Griffin, and G.V. (Sonny)
Montgomerly, and Mississippi
Congressman-Elect
David
Bowen; Kentucky
Congressman Frank Stubblefield; Kentucky SenatorElect Walter
"Dee" Huddleston;
Tennessee
Congressmen LaMar Baker;
Joe Evins, Richard Fulton and
Ray Blanton; Tennessee
Congressman-Elect
Robin
Beard; Don McBride, William
Jenkins and Aubrey "Red"
Wagner, Directors of TVA,
Knoxville: and numerous other
civic and governmental leaders
from around the nation.

Cremation to save land
siNGAPORE
— The
government is encouraging
cremation as a long-term
solution to the problem of land
shortage in Singapore. The
Environment Ministry said new
facilities for cremation will be
developed.
"To conserve land, particularly in the urban areas,
cemeteries in and around the
city will be closed," it said. The
government will, however,
extend
existing
public
cemeteries and develop new
ones in rural areas.

NASHVILLE,Tenn.—Kuhn'sBig K Stores Corp. has announced plans for a new Big K
discount department store to be
opened in a shopping center
under development at nearby
Hermitage.
Jack W. Kuhn, president, said
the new 50,000 square-foot unit
would be located in Hermitage
Plaz.a, at the intersection of
Lebanon Road ( U.S. 70) and
Andrew Jackson Parkway.
"We already have announced
plans for opening 14 new Big K's
in 1973," Kuhn Said, "and the
Hermitage Plaza Big K is our
first in 1974."
Three of the Company's 43
Big K's are located in Nashville,
and Kuhn described the Hermitage store as "an excellent
complement to our development of the greater Nashville
trade area. The Hermitage area
is growing rapidly, and we look
forward to serving many new
customers at this new
location."
In addition to the 43 Big K's
now in operation and the 14
Kuhn's will be open next year,
the Company also operates 30
Kuhn's Variety stores.
The 73 current store locations
are scattered throughout
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
Kentucky and Mississippi and
the Company will move into
Arkansas next year with the
opening of a Big K in
Blytheville.
Kuhn's-Big K stock is listed
on the American Exchange.

METAL SPINE -- Metal model of a human spine which
will be used to study spinal movements often blamed for
causing backaches is exhibited by its designer, Keith
Markolf, at Berkeley, Calif. He's University of California
research engineer.
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• TRULY PORTABLE—WEIGHS
ONLY 10 LBS
• SPEAKERS SEPARATE
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SALE

No matter where you're heading this Christ
over the river, thru the woods or to
mat
Grandmother's house
take along a little
lravelin" music- 3 piece package plays all
size records shuts off automatically 13 1181

YOU GET EVERYTHING
IN THIS PICTURE
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495 viLE12995
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Separate
Items Price 16710
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STEREOPHONES

.. and you can

CHARGE IT!

Start their new year oft right
give 'em this
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bookshelf size speakers in walnut enclosures
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• SPRING HEADBAND
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Lightweight headphones pro
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QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE 15 MINUTE HOME TREATMENT
MUST SHOW IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OR — YOUR MONEY BACK!

2.00
0.00
2.00

A leading New York Doctor,
working with a cosmetic laboratory, has developed a simple
home treatment that rinses away
blackheads, helps dry up acne
pimples, and shrinks enlarged
pores. The name of this medicated product is QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE.
Apply this delightfully Mint
Scented Cream and within 2 or
.1 minutes an absorbing agent
called Argilla, dries and turns
this cream into a plastic-like
masque. You will now feel as
though hundreds of "tiny fingers"
are kneading the,skin, loosening
pore-caked dirt, blackheads,

2.00
2.00
2.00
46.00
22.00
16.00

1
1
1
0

and other foreign impurities. As
it firms and hardens, its suction
action draws out waste matter
from the pores... In 15 minutes
you simply rinse the masque
away with lukewarm water which
dissolves it immediately. When
youwipe your face, you can see
that blackheads and other pore
"filler" actually come off on your
wash cloth. And your skin feels
clean ... really clean ... refreshed, smooth like velvet,
Women 35 and over will enjoy
the skin tightening experience as
the masque relaxes tired facial
muscles and eases tension lines
on face and throat. If you suffer

the agony of blackheads. acnepimples:and enlarged pores, give
yourself this home treatment and
see the breath-taking results. Ask
for it hy name. QUEEN HELENE
MINT JULEP MASQUE.
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THE CANAL DISPUTE
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RICHMOND, Va.—The 93rd
Congress should not be "lulled
into complacency" by scattered
state action on no-fault auto
insurance reform, the president
of Aetna Insurance Company,
has warned.
Frederick D. Watkins said
there exists a danger that
Congress,seeing recent no-fault
activity in a few states, "may
conclude that we don't need
federal legislation to spur
further action."
But Watkins told the Richmond chapter of Chartered
Property and Casualty Underwriters at the Holiday Inn,
that a federal reform bill is still
needed to "guarantee minimum
automobile insurance standards for every single motorist
in the nation."
Under no-fault reform, an
accident victim's own insurance company would pay his
medical costs and other losses
without regard for who was at
fault in the accident. Advocates
say this would eliminate the
high legal and court costs of the
present liability system and
stop the sharp rise in insurance
premiums.
"A look at total state activity
to date makes it clear that we
must have federal standards,"
Watkins said. "Virginia is a
perfect example of a state
where the opponents of no-fault
have a strangelhold on the
legislative process. We have
seen several bills here in the
past year which fall tragically
short of real reform for Virginia
motorists."
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was not only an honor for
themselves but also the entire
state and affits young people.
Since the delegates
are
selected upon the basis of a
achievement in project work,
each of the 38 delegates this
year were top 4-H members
from throughout the State. I
would like to congratulate each
of the 38 boys and girls who
attended this year and who
represented Kentucky so well.
Space will not permit me to
name each of the delegates, or
each of the winners for that
matter, but I would like to give
a special pat on the back to the
winners, in the achievement,
leadership and citizenship
divisions. Tommy Davis, a
Lincoln County youth, was a
national achievement winner.
Tommy Cole, a member from
Warren County, took top honors
in leadership.
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State Youth
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At Congress
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NOT WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE—At first glance motorists driving
past this laundromat sign might think it's a curb-side business.
But it was just a temporary state as the owners of the business
removed the machines to make room for new ones.
(AP Wirephoto)

HORN BUCKLE'S
BARBER SHOP
Has Moved
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209 Walnut Street
—1
CKY

°pies

(Behind Murray Supply)

Boys Hair Cuts - 75'
Mens Hair Cuts - 1.25
Flours:

8.1 Weekdays
7-7 Saturday

Rube Young
Regular Shine Man

* On Duty All Day *

_Shoehines• 25'

---

In New York State, where
strong no-fault bills have been
defeated twice, "we have seen
the appearance in recent weeks
of an absurdly transparent bill,
sponsored by the New York
Trial Lawyers' Association,
which masquerades as a nofault measure," the president of
"Little Aetna charged.
"We can point to other states
with so-called no-fault insurance laws which do not
significantly
the
reduce

Dear Consumer

Children's Sleepwear
Should Be Safewear

DOT recommendations, he
said.
Watkins, urged an all-out
effort by consumer groups,
insurance companies and
others to gain
federal
legislation similar to the recent
Magnuson-Hart bill. This was
killed in the Senate following
intensive opposition in August
by lawyers and some insurance
companies.
Next year, the Aetna
executive said, the insurance
industry should avoid the
"broad brush of bad publicity"
which occurred when some
companies (not including
Aetna ) opposed "one of the
most important pieces of

consumer legislation in this
century."
Watkins noted that the Nixon
administration has been cool to
federal guidelines because it
favored leaving initiative to the
states. But he said the administration may be getting
"increasingly impatient."
With the administration's
blessings, he noted, the
National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State
Laws has produced a model
state no-fault bill. If all states
adopted it, "we would have an
excellent national system,"
Watkins said.
But he added that it was
"unrealistic"
to
expect

voluntary action on he model
bill. He proposed instead that it
become the basis for a federal
minimum standards act.
"Either this approach or a
new bill similar to MagnusonHart would get the kind of action millions of consumers are
waiting for in the state
legislatures," he said.
The 1972 Magnuson-Hart bill
had several "extraneous
regulatory features" which
caused many potential supporters to oppose it, Watkins
said. A new bill in 1973, without
these features should attract
broader support, he predicted.
Aetna Insurance Company is
based in Hartford, Connecticut.

31119eheela

By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
White House Office of Consumer Affairs
Approximately 1460 children under the age of 10
died from fire in 1969 alone, according to figures published by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. It would not be wrong to assume that many
of these children died from fires due to flammable
fabrics.
As the grandmother of a seven-month-old baby
girl, I am well aware of the potential harm to our
children from flammable fabrics—especially sleepwear.
For this reason, I have the new Federal standard for
checked with Federal officials flame resistance is already on
to see what we—as parents the market. Since most manuand grandparents—can do to facturers of flame retardant
protect children from this sleepwear are proud of this
fact and, therefore, mark
kind of fire. hazard.
Here Is what I found out. their garments accordingly,
The Commerce Depart- look for these labels when
ment has issued a flammabil- buying children's sleepwear.
Remember, this kind of
ity standard for children's
sleepwear sizes 0-6x. Accord- labeling is not required under
the regulation.
ing to this standard,
When in doubt about
• All children's sleepwear
in sizes 0-6x that is being labeling, ask store personnel
made now (the standard went for sleepwear that conforms
into effect July 29) and that to the Federal flammability
does not meet Federal re- standard. Several stores—for
quirements must be labeled: example, Sears, Roebuck and
"Flammable (does not meet Co., Montgomery Ward Co.
U.S. Department of Com- and J. C. Penney Co.—now
merce Standard DOCFF-3- carry flame-retardant sleep71). Should not be worn near wear.
2. If you are a home
sources of fire."
sewer, I plead caution! Flame• All children's sleepwear retardant sleepwear material
made in sizes 0-6x must. is available for home sewing
meet the flame-resistant re- which carries labels indiquirements of the standard cating its flame resistancy.
by July 29, 1973, or be taken But zippers, ribbon and trim
off the market.
can also burn—and these
•Children's sleepwear man- items do not carry a label.
ufactured before July 29,
With this in mind, it
1972, that is still in stock in might be a good idea to do
stores can be sold without without trim if you are maklabels even if it does not meet ing children's sleepwear. And
Federal flammability require- if you cannot be sure that the
ments.
trim (including zippers) is
With this information in flame-resistant, it might be a
mind, here are two shopping good idea to buy your chiltips to consider.
dren's sleepwear since store
1. Look for labels indi- items that are labeled flame
cating flame resistancy. Some resistant have been tested in
children's sleepwear meeting their entirety.

.-Ann .Robertson, Russell
Springs, was one of six rintionaI
winners in the dog care and
training project. a Another
Lincoln County youth, Robert
Carter, was a national winner in
the 4-H entomology project.
Kentucky's two representatives
in the public speaking competition, Janet Patterson,
Green Co., and Reid Rippetoe,
Russell County, were sectional
winners. Janet was selected to
receive one of six national
awards.
To each of these outstanding
youths, plus all of the others
from Kentucky, I offer my
sincere compliments. I know
that the honors they have won
mean a lot to them and to their
parents as well.
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When you know
it's for keeps
Your love will be symbolized forever
by a beautiful diamond. See our
outstanding selection...

14K
GOLD

14K
GOLD

14K
GOLD

Save 20% on your diamonds

Murray McKenzie Jewelry
Paris, Tonn.

,...1

Il... es....1 Go *v. 4.1_1 T.ode Maok Ray

This Group of Beautiful
Dark Pecan Tables
with Formica Tops $,
n95
Only

As we look to the future and
leadership for the future, our
faith is renewed each time we
see young people who are
willing to spend the time
required to complete a project
successfully. It is also pleasing
to see youth join together in
constructive work, such as 4-H
clubs, where they work as a
member of a team, or reach
heights of achievement as an
individual.
A flamingo first
SLIMl31uDG1,,
England
10'11 — Scientists at the
nature-reserve Wildlifk Trust
here are trying to breed rink
lesser flamingoes in eapitivity
for the first time.
"lit'e are importing 100
young lesser flamingoes for next
season, an official said. He
said he hoped large numbers
will encourage the birds to
herd- mess.

enormous costs and hardships
of the liability system," he
continued.
Among the five states which
have "authentic" no-fault laws
today, "Four of them fall far
short of standards recommended by the U.S. Department
of Transportation," he said.
They are Massachusetts,
Florida, Connecticut, New
Jersey and Michigan. Only the
Michigan law, which was
recently passed, is close to the

Bed Rest
A Nice Gift

- each
3

sc95
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TOSS
PILLOWS
Decorative Colors

palls,Tenn

See our large selection of
recliners, rockers and occasional
chairs. Many at close-out prices

a.
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gassocks.

$2995

FURNITURE EXCHANGE CO.
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styles.
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Ph. 6;12-272
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State TB Division Sets
Two Men Held In
Up New Unit For Fungus Mayfield Break -In
FRANKFORT—
Commissioner
of Health
William P. McElwain, M.D.,
announced today that H. Mac
Vandiviere, M.D., director of
the Division of Tuberculosis
Control,• and his division are
establishing Kentucky's first
specialized hospital facility for
treating fungus diseases of the
lung. The new unit will operate
at the Paris Tuberculosis
Hospital and will also provide
laboratory facilities to serve
patients throughout the state,
including those being treated by
private physicians.
"Kentucky has the highest
rate in the nation for
histoplasmosis and
blastonaycosis, yet a survey
made by TB division indicates
that only onefourth of the cases
are properly diagnosed," says
Dr. Vandiviere. Both diseases s
start with the symptoms of
common respiratory illness, but
on occasion can be fatal if not
treated. The molds are found in
soil; histoplasmosis spores are
especially common around
chicken houses or near colonies
of bats and bird roosting areas.
Blastomycosis is less common,
but can be a more serious
disease than histo.
Fortunatley, the University of
Kentucky College of Medicine
has an exceptionally fine group
of specialists in mycology ( the
study of
fungus-caused
diseases). The Veterans Administration National
Reference Laboratory for
mycotic disease is located at the
University and the Lexington
Veterans Administration
Hospital.
-The new mycology unit at
Paris will be able to use the
'unique resource of this outstanding group of physicians to
provide the best possible care
for patients, through this
cooperative program," Dr.
Vandiviere adds. In addition,
the centralization of hospital
and laboratory facilities is
expected to save the state
money in the long run, by
providing more accurate
diagnosis and more effective
treatment for patients. Fungus
disease
victims
have
sometimes been improperly
diagnosed as having tuberculosis, or have been repeatedly
admitted to hospitals for un-

diagnosed illnesses, causing
undue expense to the patient or
the taxpayer.
P.A.
Pichardo,
M.D.,
currently director of TB
District Six and based in
Glasgow, will be the director of
the clinical unit at Paris and
medical director of the Paris
chest hospital. Dr. Pichardo has
had extensive experience in
treating ftmgus diseases and is
considered extremely well
qualified to head this unit. The
laboratory director will be
Richard Kruse, currently
microbiologist at Fort Detrick,
Maryland; he has wide experience
in
mycology
laboratory techniques and will
be employed through the
Mycology Program of the
Department of Community,
Medicine, University of Kentucky College of Medicine.
Invisible sentry
NEW YORK ILPII — A
new electronic device gives
parked aircraft invisible
protection against vandals,
thieves or saboteurs. The
system, which Honeywell is
manufacturing for the Strategic
Air Command. seta up an
electronic shield that detects
moving objects which upset the
electric balance established
between the warning equipment
and the aircraft. It is designed
to provide constant all-weather
monitoring regardless of size or
type of aircraft.

MAYFIELD ,Ky., Dec. 5 —
Two Bowling Green men have
been charged following a breakin at the West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative office
here late Monday night.
Charged with shooting with intent to kill, possession
of burglary tools, and breaking
and entering are James L.
Brown and Gary Wayne Allen,
both 20.
A third suspect, Charles D.
Stiles, also of Bowling Green, is
being sought in connection with
the same incident.
Stiles is believed to have fled
the scene in a gray 1972 model
automobile bearing a Warren
County license tag 894-610, police
said.
Mayfield Police Capt. Thurman Harpole gave this account
of the incident:
A resident of North 9th Street
notified police about 11 p.m.
Monday that she had seen a
suspicious-looking car parked on
that street, and that a group of
men left the car and headed toward the cooperative's office on
North 8th Street.
Capt. Harpole and patrolman
Carl Miller investigated and
noted the parked car. One of
the policemen went to the front
of the co-op building and the
other to the rear, but found
nothing unusual.
However, as they circled 'the
block again, they noticed a man
lurking behind a house. Miller
hid behind the suspicious auto

while Capt. Harpole attempted
to draw the suspects out into the
open.
When the three men walked
toward the parked auto, Miller
ordered them to halt. At least
two of them, according to Miller, opened fire, and the officer
returned the fire. Harpole returned to the scene and assisted
Miller in apprehending Brown
and Allen, while t h e other
suspect escaped.
Police recovered a set of
burglary tools, a .38 pistol and
detailed instructions on how to
crack various types of safes.
Police said entrance to the
cooperative building was gained
by picking a lock on a rear door.
Nothing was taken from the
building, they said.
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Authority Says Many Factors Cause High Cancer Incidence
What do cancer and pollution
have in common?
They are related parts of a
complex social problem—one
which has no simple solution.
That's the nub of what a
leading cancer authority at The
'Salt Institute near San Diego

had to say recently.
certainly needed if we are
The authority, Dr. Renato looking for cancer therapy,
Dulbecco, who works with since we must learn very much
wasn't about cellular regulation. If
viruses,
cancer
we
suggesting that good, hard are looking for prevention,
we
laboratory research isn't need money for developing
necessary to stamp out cancer. vaccines against cancer
viruses
"Money for further research is which infect the body from
the
outside."
But Dr. Dulbecco also points
to research by others that has
clearly demonstrated that
cancer can be caused by
chemicals permeating our
environment. "Thus, lung
cancer in non-smokers is more
frequent in the cites than in the
country," he notes, "and
inhabitants of the Mississippi
Delta, whose drining water is
highly polluted, have three
times more bladeer cancers
than inhabitants of neighboring
areas. Thus we can truly say
that pollution is the cancer of
our environment."
Dr. Dulbecco believes that the
high incidence of cancer—it is
the second most frequent cause
of death in the United States—is

CANCER and
POLLUTION

Nature's the villain
MENLO PARK, Calif.
iL PI I — Ice samples—some of
them 2,500 years old—show
that most carbon monoxide in
the atmosphere comes from
natural rather than man-made
sources, according to scientists
at Stanford Research Institute.
They said analysis of the
samples from Greenland and
Antarctica indicated the largest
source of CO is methane a
gaseous hydrocarbon produced
by decomposition of organic
substances.
Dr. Robert C. Robbins said
the consistency of CO levels in
samples of different ages
showed no large increase occurred as a result of the "industrial revolution."

contributed to by factors that
have nothing to do with science
or medicine, but are economic,
social and political in nature.
People dread cancer,for good
reasons. People's emotional
reactions to cancer attract the
attention of politicians, who, by
voting large sums for cancer
research, have the opportunity
to demonstrate concern for the
common people. This attention
isn't so much misdirected as it
is incomplete. Real progress in
alleviating cancer might be
achieved
by . combining
scientific research with major
educational programs, and
perhaps, some hard-hitting
legislation.
(One of a series provided by
The Salk Institute, San Diego,
Calif., to improve public understanding of science.)
PLYMOUTH PILGRIMS
On Nov. 9, 1620, the Plymouth Pilgrims reached Cape
Cod.

NOW OPEN—
Williams Repair
Highway 641 - South of Midway
* COMPLETE REPAIR & SERVICE *
Tractors - Trucks - Autos
Welding and Cutting •Boat Cleanup and Repair
Bus. 753-0253
Res. 492-8581
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Fertility Rate
Of Nation Down
NEW YORK ( AP1 — For the
first time, the nation's fertility
rate has dropped below the "replacement" level of 2.1 children
per family that is needed to
achieve zero population growth,
the New York Times reports.
While the nation's population
is still growing, it appears that
the annual rate of increase this
year will be about 0.7 per cent,
little more than half the annual
rate of 1.3 per cent averaged
during the 1960s, the Times
said today.
The Times gave this account,
based on new figures in the federal Monthly Vital Statistics
Report:
For 19 consecutive months
both the birth rate and the
number of actual births each
month has been lower than in
the same month the year before.
Figures for the first nine
months of this year showed the
estimated fertility rate was 2.08
children per family. This compares to 2.39 children per family for the same period of 1971.
Analysts say the significance
of the new rate is that the
country has broken through the
"2.1 harrier" for the first time.
The 2.1 children-per-family
figure is what the nation would
need to eventually stabilize its
population, assuming no immigration, and this is the goal of
the zero population growth
movement.
The figure is 2.1 rather than 2
to account for girls who die before reaching child-bearing age.
If the 2.1 fertility rate were
maintained for 70 years the
population would stabilize at
about 320 million. It is now
about 209.3 million.
The fertility rate decline is
attributed by population experts to a variety of factors, including the desire of women to
have smaller families, the
growing proportion of young
women who stay single, the
number of married women who
are having children later, the
number of working wines, more,
effective contraceptill and
eralizing of abortiot LIPws.
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Put a Frigidaire Microwave oven under
the tree . . and she'll turn into the
fastest chef on the block with meals in
minutes, snacks in seconds. Cleaning
up is easy, too, just wipe out the
Microwave oven with a damp cloth.
Put one under the tree .. . it'll be out
in the kitchen by evening.

Buy one of Frigidaire's
Gift Ideas, and get another
beautiful gift free.
When you buy one of the Frigidaire
appliances described below before
December 10th, you'll get a beautiful
Christmas Poinsettia delivered right to
your door by FTD just before Christmas,

Give her a Frigidaire Mobile Dishwasher. . . and you give her hour after
hour of time saved. They need no permanent installation, have easy snap-on,
snap-off hook-up to faucets, move anywhere her family goes and convert to
an underogunter built-in anytime (with
accessory kit at extra charge).

Decide on a Frigidaire Compact Refrigerator ... and you don't even have to
wrap it. Chances are it's the first thing
she'll open anyway. Inside, she'll see
that this is the compact with big refrigerator features. .. freezer chest, door
storage, Hydrator. The perfect extra
refrigerator for entertaining.

A Frigidaire Trash Compactor makes short
work of your Christmas shopping. And
short work of the trash problem year round.
It neatly compresses bottles, cans and
miscellaneous household trash to about
one quarter of its original size .. in an
easy to handle trash compactor bag.
Keeps it out of sight, away from children
and pets.

Attention Builders and Contractors!!
Ward- Elkins offers you bigger savings
with special low priced package buying.
FACTORY TRAINED SERVICEMEN

WARD=ELKINS
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